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PREFACE

A symposium was held May 25-27,1989, at Argonne National Laboratory to celebrate the

fortieth anniversary of the nuclear shell model. The shell model was conceived by Maria Goeppert

Mayer while working at Argonne and the University of Chicago in 1949, and independently in

Germany by J. Hans D. Jensen, Otto Haxel, and Hans E. Suess. Mayer and Jensen later shared

the 1963 Physics Nobel Prize for this important discovery along with Eugene Wigner. Over the

years many researchers at (and visitors to) Argonne continued to play a key role in the further

development and application of the shell model. Thus Argonne was a natural site to hold an

anniversary celebration.

The focus of the meeting was not on past glory, however, but on the current status and

future directions of the shell model. The topics covered included modern large-basis set

calculations, developments in interacting boson models, applications to collective modes and high-

spin states, connections to mean-field theories, and the latest experimental evidence on shell

structure. Considerable emphasis was placed on the role the shell model can play in studies of

nucleon structure and quantum chromodynamics in the nucleus.

A total of 129 participants attended the symposium. Nineteen invited talks were presented.

In addition, contributed papers were solicited and some twenty-one papers were received. The

conference schedule allowed for six of these to be presented orally, and these contributions are

included in the main conference proceedings, published in Volume 507 of Nuclear Physics A. The

remaining papers, which were displayed in a poster session at the conference, are presented here.

We wish to thank the advisory committee, speakers and participants for making the meeting

such a success. The response of all concerned was enthusiastic and encouraging. We particularly

wish to thank Ruby Sherr and Igal Talmi for suggesting the symposium to us. We gratefully

acknowledge funding from the Nuclear Physics Division of the Department of Energy, the

Division of Educational Programs of Argonne National Laboratory, and the University of Chicago

Board of Governors for Argonne.

T.-S. H. Lee and R. B. Wiringa
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EXCITATION OF lp-lh STRETCHED STATES WITH THE (p.n) REACTION AS A TEST OF
SHELL-MODEL CALCULATIONS

B.D. ANDERSON, M. MOSTAJABODDA"VATI, R.J. MCCARTHY, J.W. WATSON,
and R. MADEY

Department of Physics, Kent State University, Kent, Ohio 44242 U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

The medium-energy (p,n) reaction at large-momentum transfer preferentially
excites lp-ih stretched states. Both Ohw and lhw excitations are observed.
These states have been observed in many nuclei and provide relatively simple
tests of structure calculations. Normalization factors required for DWIA
calculations which assume the simple shell model are observed to be 0.6 ± 0.1
universally for Ohw excitations. Normalization factors required for lhw
excitations are almost always smaller; large-basis shell-model calculations
are sometimes able to account for these normalization factors.

1. INTRODUCTION

The (p,n) reaction at medium energies has been shown to be impulsive and

dominated by single-step processes. Both cross sections and spin

observables for strongly-excited states can be described well with the

distorted-wave impulse approximation (DWIA). The (p,n) reaction can be

considered to be inelastic-scattering with charge exchange and on even-even

nuclei it will excite one proton-particle, one neutron-hole (7rp,vh) strength.

At large momentum transfer, the (p,n) spectra are dominated by lp-lh

"stretched-state" excitations. A stretched state involves coupling the

particle and hole to the maximum possible J. If the particle and hole states

are the largest-j orbitals in their respective shells, the state formed is

the "maximum" stretched state and is unique within 2ho> of excitation.

The most commonly studied type of stretched-state involves promoting a

particle from one major shell up into the next major shell, creating a "lhu"

excitation. These lhw stretched states have been studied with the (p,p'),

(e,e'), and [n,n') inelastic-scattering reactions3 as well as with particle-

transfer reactions, and can be excited with the (p,n) reaction also. For

targets with a neutron excess, the (p,n) reaction can excite stretched states

of another type that involves the conversion of a neutron into a proton in

the same orbital. If the orbital involved is the largest-j orbital in the

shell, the state formed is again a maximum stretched state. This is a Ohw

excitation and often is more amenable to a realistic shell-model calculation

than is a lhw excitation, which involves two major shells.



The attraction of stretched-state excitations is that they are simple and

unique lp-lh states within 2hu> of excitation. Only more complicated

configurations can mix with these states. Reduction and spreading of such

strength arises from mixing with the more complicated configurations and from

excitation of collective modes. Comparison with structure calculations of

the measured strength and fragmentation of these stretched states provides

important tests of such calculations.

We present here comparisons with shell-model calculations for both Ohw and

lhw stretched-state excitations observed with the (p,n) reaction at 135 MeV.

In general, we find that the normalization factors required to make DWIA

calculations fit the observed angular distributions are 0.6 ± 0.1 universally

for Ohw excitations, assuming the extreme single particle-hole model (ESPHM).

For several of these cases, large-basis shell-model calculations appear to be

able to explain the observed strength; we note, however, that it is

significant that all of these excitations, from 0 to Pb, start with

essentially the same normalization factor for the ESPHM. This result seems

surprising because the cases considered include relatively spherical,

closed-shell nuclei, such as Ca and Pb, as well as deformed nuclei, such

as Mg and Sm. The universality of the ESPHM normalization factors may

be indicative of the level of validity of the mean-field concept assumed in

the shell model for valence orbitals in nuclei. For lhw excitations, we

generally observe smaller DWIA normalization factors assuming the ESPHM. The

values are not a universal value and appear to depend on whether both major

she!Is involved are near the Fermi surface. Large-basis shell-model

calculations are presented for a few cases. These calculations are more

difficult than for the Oho> excitations, because two shells are involved. The

shell-model calculations are seen to account, at least in part, for the ESPHM

normalization factors. For the case of deformed nuclei, the lhw strength is

observed to be highly fragmented and the shell-model calculations usually

underestimate the amount of fragmentation.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The experimental measurements were performed at the Indiana University

Cyclotron Facility with the beam-swinger system. The basic experimental

arrangement and data-reduction procedures are described in detail elsewhere.1

Neutron kinetic energies were measured by the time-of-flight (TOF) technique.

A beam of 135-MeV protons was obtained from the cyclotron in narrow beam

bursts typically 350 ps long, separated by 128 ns. Neutrons were detected in

three detector stations at 0°, 24°, and 45° with respect to the undeflected



proton beam. The flight paths varied from 63 m to 131 m. The neutron

detectors were rectangular bars of fast plastic scintillator 10.2 cm thick.

Two or three separate detectors were combined in each detector station to

obtain total frontal areas from 1.55 m to 2.31 m . Each neutron detector

had tapered plexiglass light pipes attached on the two ends coupled to 12.7

cm diam phototubes. Timing signals were derived from each end and combined

in a mean-timer to provide the timing signal from each detector. Overall

time resolutions of about 750 ps were obtained, providing energy resolutions

from 250 keV to 500 keV, depending on the flight path. The large-volume

neutron detectors are described in more detail elsewhere.

Time-of-flight spectra were measured in -4° steps from 0° to 60°.

Excitation-energy spectra were obtained from the measured TOF spectra. Known

excitations energies of certain peaks or the observed gamma flash from the

target were used to provide absolute reference points. Excitation energies

are accurate to + 0.1 MeV. Yields for individual transitions were obtained

by peak-fitting of TOF spectra. Cross sections were obtained by combining

the yields with the measured geometrical parameters. Neutron detection

efficiencies were obtained from a Monte-Carlo computer code. The overall

absolute cross sections were checked by remeasuring the known C(p,n) N
Q

(g.s) reaction. The uncertainty in the overall scale factor is estimated to

be ± 12%.

3 Ohu EXCITATIONS

We have observed Ohw stretched-state excitations in nuclei ranging from
9

A=18 to A=208. Several of these, for which complete analyses were

performed, are listed in Table 1. Indicated are the target and residual

nuclei, the lp-lh configuration of the stretched state, and the DWIA

normalization factor required assuming the ESPHM. None of these excitations

are observed to be highly fragmented; the majority of the strength is

concentrated in a single state. Only in two cases (viz. , 2SMg and 48Ca) is a

second state observed, with less than 10% of the strength of the

strongly-excited state. The most remarkable thing about the DWIA

normalization factors is that they are all 0.60 ± 0.10, as shown in Fig. 1.

The universality of this number is somewhat surprising. The fact that they

are all about the same probably indicates a general conclusion regarding the

validity of the simple shell model for describing the occupancies of valence

orbitals. This conclusion is similar to that obtained from inelastic

electron-scattering measurements involving nucleons in valence orbitals.



DWIA NORMALIZATION FACTORS

3=

Nucleus
180/18F
26Mg/26Al
42Ca/42Sc
48Ca/48Sc
54Fe/54Co
88Sr/88Y
144Srn/144Eu

1.00

0.75 -

0.50 -

0.25 -

0.00

135 MeV (p,n) STRETCHED STATES

Configuration;J

100 150

ATOMIC NUMBER,

TABLE 1

Fragmented

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

200 250

A

N(DWIA)

ESPHM

0.55

0.60

0.61

0.57

0.67

0.64

0.51

0.58

S-M Calc.

0.76

0.94

-

0.91

0.75

-

0.88

The question then is to what extent can more realistic shell-model

calculations explain these results. To this end, we have performed

calculations for several of the cases listed in Table 1. The calculations

were performed with the shell-model computer code OXBASH. n The one-body-

transition-densities obtained from these calculations were then used in DWIA

calculations. The normalization factors required to make these calculations

agree with experiment are listed in the last column of Table 1. The

shell-model calculations are described below.

For 0/ F (5 ), the model space assumed was 6 particles in the In
1/2>

5/2' 2 s i / 2
 o r b l t a l s and the two-body matrix elements were those of Zuker,

Buck, and McGrory. As indicated, the normalization factor increases from



that in the ESPHM by a factor of 1.38 to a value of 0.76. This calculation

probably underestimates the reduction in (d ,d ), 5 strength because

the d orbital is not included in the basis.
3/2

For 26Mg/26Al (5+), the model space assumed was 10 p a r t i c l e s in the S-D
13

shell, with no restrictions. The two-body matrix elements of Wildenthal

were used. This is probably a realistic basis for these nuclei, including

most of the important degrees of freedom; additionally, the basis and matrix

elements assumed have been shown to accurately reproduce many observables in

S-D shell nuclei. The normalization factor increases by a factor of 1.57 to

a value of 0.94; the calculation accounts well for the strength observed.

For 48Ca/48Sc and 54Fe/54Co (7+), the basis assumed is the F-P shell with

8 and 14 particles, respectively. For Ca, excitations up to 3p-3h from the
54

simple-shell model were allowed. For Fe, only one particle was allowed to

be excited from the f orbital. The two-body matrix elements used were
14 15

taken from those of van Hees and Glaudemans, Koops and Glaudemans, and

from a MSDI calculation by Brown.16 For Fe, the calculations are not very

expanded from the simple shell model and the normalization factor increases

only slightly. For 48Ca, the calculation is probably quite realistic. In

the simple shell model, there is only one 7* state. In a basis which allows

only one particle to be excited from the f orbital, there are 25 states.

In the 3p-3h basis assumed for 48Ca, the number of 7* states is 1617. As

indicated in Table 1, the required DWIA normalization factor for Ca is

close to unity.

For Sm/ Eu (11 ), the basis assumed is 28 particles in the 2d ,
5/2

lh , 2d , and 3s orbitals. Single-particle energies were estimated
11/2 3/2 1/2

143 145

from energy levels in Sm and Eu. The two-body matrix elements were

calculated using the N-N potential of Donnelly and Walker.17 The basis

allows for up to 3p-3h excitations from the simple shell model. The

resulting normalization factor increases to 0.88.

4. lhw EXCITATIONS

The lhw stretched-state excitations studied with the Cp,n) reaction are

listed in Table 2. Most of these have been studied also with inelastic

electron or proton scattering. In general, the (p,n) results are consistent

with the inelastic-scattering results. The (p,n) reaction offers two

advantages for the study of lhw excitations: (1) the suppression of

isoscalar strength [relative to (p,p')], and (2) the ability to excite

strength with T = T -1 for target nuclei with a neutron excess. The
Target

first advantage allows the (p,n) reaction to more clearly identify the



isovector stretched-state strength in the presence of isoscalar strength.

This ability is crucial when the strength is fragmented and weak. The second

advantage allows the (p,n) reaction to excite the T-lesser component to

extend the experimental results for comparison with structure calculations.

TABLE 2

N(DWIA)

Nucleus Configuration; J ;T

6"; 1

6"; 2
28Si/28P

Fragmented

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

?

No

Yes

Yes

EPSHM
0.33

0.20

0.61

0.58

0.27

0.25

0.40

0.40

S-M Calc.

0.70

-

>1

>1

>1

0.70-1.0

-

From Table 2 we see that the DWIA normalization factors in the ESPHM are

typically smaller than they were for Ohu transitions, except for the T=0 and

1 strength in A=26. Furthermore, except for the closed-shell nuclei 0 and
28

Si, the lhu strength is observed to be highly fragmented. In a simple

picture, one can understand this fragmentation as resulting from the fact

that either the hole state or the particle state is far removed from the

Fermi surface and is fragmented; for example, the fragmentation of the (f ,
—1 — 40 40

d ) 6 strength in the Ca(p,n) Sc reaction was shown to be entirely
1 P

consistent with the observed fragmentation of the d hole state in A=39.

In a similar way, the smaller normalization factors arise from the fact that

configuration mixing is probably more severe for a high-energy excitation.

Because lhu excitations necessarily involve two major shells, shell-model

calculations are necessarily more involved. Attempts for the A=16, 26 and 28

systems were performed and are described here.
19

Gareev et al. performed extended-basis shell-model calculations to

compare with the results observed for the 0(p,n) F reaction. Their

calculations allowed for a limited number of 2p-2h correlations for the 160

ground state and considered mixing of the final states up to 3p-3h. They

found that the DWIA normalization factor for the (d ,p ~1), 4" iosvector

stretched state increased by a factor of 1.8.

We performed a limited shell-model calculation for the stretched-states

observed in the 26Mg(p, n)26Al reaction.20 The basis allowed for 2p-2h

excitations from the d orbital into the 2s , d , and f orbitals.



The 6~ final states were required to have nine particles in the d orbital

and one pa~ticle in the f orbital. The two-body matrix elements were

taken from the SDPF interaction of Millener and Kurath. The calculated 6~

spectrum is fragmented less than observed, and the magnitude of the predicted

strength is actually less than observed. These problems probably arise from

the severe truncation required.

We performed also a shell-model calculation for A=28. The calculation is

similar to that reported earlier by Amusa and Lawson. We allowed for 4p-4h

excitations from the d orbital up into the 2s orbital for the Si

ground state. The 6" state was then built on these configurations with one

particle required to be in the f orbital. The two-body matrix elements

were from the SDPF interaction of Millener and Kurath. This basis yields

144, 6" states. We found that the DWIA normalization factor increases by the

factor 2.3, to 0.70 as indicated in Table 2. Recently. Carr et al.

performed an extended shell-model calculation for the isovector 6 stretched

state in A=28. Their basis allows also for 4p-4h excitations up into the

d orbital and yields about 1000 times increase in basis size. They find

that the observed 6~ strength is explained well by these calculations.

For the 6~ strength in A=32 and 40 the most significant feature is that it

is highly fragmented. We performed a shell-model calculation for A=32 which

was very similar to that described above for A=28. This calculation did not
24

indicate significant fragmentation. Carr et al. also perfoimed a

shell-model calculation for A=32; with a much more extended basis, they find

fragmentation consistent with that observed.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Both Ohw and ihw stretched-state excitations are observed in the (p,n)

reaction at 135 MeV. The Ohu excitations are concentrated into a single

state which carries about 60% of the extreme single particle-hole strength

(ESPHM). The universality of this fraction probably reflects the partial

occupancy of the valence orbitals and the level of validity of the mean-field

concept. The lhw excitations are concentrated into a single state only for

closed- shell target nuclei and usually have significantly less strength.

Large-basis shf.-11-model calculations are able to generally explain the

observed strengths for the Ohw excitations. Shell-model calculations for lhu

excitations are more difficult. Somewhat extended basis calculations partly

explain the strengths observed. Recent, large-basis calculations appear to

able to explain both the strength and fragmentation observed in lhw

excitations.
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ON Z = 64 SHELL CLOSURE AND SOME HIGH SPIN STATES OF i H yGd AND i O 3Ho

A. ANSARI

Institute of Physics, Bhubaneswar-751005,India

We argue that ^5^ Gdno cannot be treated as a doubly closed ^hell nucleus
on the same footing as, say, 208 Pb. The doubly closed structure for Z =64
and N = 82 is only poorly valid and that too when there are only a few valence
nucleons. Then, as a further test treating 146Gd as inert core the excitation
energies of some high spin states of !49Gd and l

49Ho are calculated.

1. SHELL CLOSURE AT '64'

A proton subshell at Z = 64 was first suggested in 1953 by Rasmussen etal*.

Based on some experimental studies of Gd and a few neighbouring nuclei

it has been again asserted that Z = 64 can be treated as a new magic number and

Gd can be considered as a doubly closed shell nucleus. It is emphatically

argued by Kleinheinz et al that there is a great similarity between Gd and
pno

Pb and the former is as good a doubly magic nucleus as the latter. Here we

want to analyse critically these conclusions.

We would try to establish, through the following points, that '64' is not

a good magic number in the sense of already known numbers, 8,20,50, 82 and 126.

(1) It is an empirical fact that all the singly closed shell nuclei are spherical

or nearly so in their ground state. That is their ground state does not belong

to a well developed rotational band. Now, if there is a good gap in the single-

particle spectrum of protons at Z = 64 such that it can be treated as a closed

proton shell then one obviously expects that all the iotopes of Gd should

be nearly spherical in the ground state. This is, ofcourse, not so. Neutron

deficient Gd isotopes are soft but for A >, 154 these are well deformed. Some

years ago we had demonstrated that the n-p interaction is the microscopic origin

of nuclear-deformations. In vieew of this, if Z = 64 is a good shell closure

for protons then the active particles will be only neutrons beyond the N =82

shell and the mutual interaction amongst them would not produce much deformation

and this would be contrary to the reality.

(2) As Pardo et al have already pointed out, the single-particle energy

gap at N = 64 is small. It is rather an unique case where some shell closure

is valid only for one type of nucleons. The gap at Z = 64 seems to be an accidental

one and in reality, perhaps, it is not so big. Kleinheinz et al estimate that

after the inclusion of the pairing correlations this gap is about 2.4 MeV (see

also Conci et al ° ). This is not enough to make ^^ Gd behave like a good doubly

closed shell nucleus.
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(3) Looking at number '82' it is found t i-.t proton cap in *" Pb and neutron

gap in 146Gd are of tne same order J magnitude (- 4 MeV), whereas this is not

true at '64'. For sample, proton gap in 146 Gd and neutron gap in Sn64 are

not of th; f.?.re order of magnitude. So, 64 is not a shell-closure in the usual

sense.

(4) Spherical Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov calculations of Goodman do not

produce a shell closure at Z 7- 64. Goodman^ has also shown in another calculation

that pro\,?n gap at Z = 82 disappears in Ti if the neutron number is recjced
81

from 125 to a certain number No. It is not known what happens if N is increased

beyond 125. Also, there is no similar calculation for Pb or Sn where varying

neutron number proto-1 cap is found to be reduced. Only such a possibility can

explain the large deformations in well deformed Gd isotopos. It is desirable

that on the line of Kleinheinz et al 2 or-v:on gap at Z = 64 is studied in isotopes

around, say, *56Gd. We expect that it should vanish.

(5) Finally, we assume that Z = 64 can be taken as a shell closure. Then the

energy levels of, s:.;-, Dy can be understood by a simple two-particle shell

mo'3~ calculation, treating 146 Gd as an inert core. We have performed such

acalculation for l48Dy in the basis space of 3s1/a , 2 d V a , Ih1t^? with spherical

single-particle energies taken fron IGeinheinz et al 2 and modified-surface-

delta-interactior; (MSDI) 9 as the effective nucleon-nucleon interaction.

For T = 1 states MSDI has essentially only one adjustabls parameter, An (in

MeV). The level scheme of 1^8 Dy is displayed in Fig.la for two values of

A.j (0.26 and 0.28). The agr3ement with experiment is rather poor, particularly

the separation between 4 and 6 states. Our motivation being limited we have

not attempted to calculate most of the energy levels.

In order to check as to how far the employed interaction is responsible

for this poor agreement wit!- the experiment, we have done a similar calculation

for an -identical situation i.e. for 210 p0 , Here the basis space consists
of lhSya , 2f7(/1 , li^j/g with single particle energies talon from the spectrum

209
Sy a 7(1 ^j/g g

of 209 [>i . This result along with eexperimental levels1 is displayed in

fig.lb for two values of A1 'C.16 and 0.17). We see that the agreement with the

experimental spectrum 12
 is ratner impressive. This indicates that MSDI is

a quite reasonable interaction for a cjualitative understanding of the low lying

levels. And in the case of 148 Dy the assumption of a shell closure at 64 could

be responsible for the discrepancy. Inclusion of pairing correlation, however,

could help. It appears that with two extra protons 'core 64' gets somewhat

polarized and this is why the spectrum of 148Dy is not quite similar tc that

of a Po. This implies that, though at Z = 64 there is a sizable energy gap,
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it qe-ts fast destroyed with the increase of valence nucleons.
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148Fig.la. Energy levels of Dy
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From the above discussions we conclude that Z = 64 is not a very good shell

closure like the well known magic numbers. However, for a qualitative understanding

of a few nuclei around 14%d it may still be useful to treat it as a core.

2. ENERGY LEVELS OF 149Gd AND159 Ho

Treating 146 <5d as the inert core we have calculated energy levels of some

high spin states of a 3 neutron system,149Gd assigning the simplest configuration

of ( v i 7 / 2 ), and 3 proton system,149 Ho with the configuration ( 7Th 1 1 / a).

The energies are computed using the standard formula9'13 in terms of coefficients

of fractional parentage and angular momentum coupled two-body matrix elements.

For 145 Gd the two-particle energies are directly taken from the experimental

spectrum ef 1 4%d and in case of149 Ho from that of 14B Dy.

In Fig.Z, column (a), we have displayed the calculated spectrum of 149 Gd

for spins up to J = "̂ /Vj which are in fair agreement with the experimental lines

plotted in column (b).
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Fig.2. Ere-gy levels of 149Gd and 149Ho
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The Ho isotope is very short lived with half-life s 21S. As far we are

aware its excitation energies are not yet measured. The column (c) in Fig.2

presents our predicted spectrum up to J = 23^. We may add that the ground state

has seniority quantum number 1 and the excited states have 3. Though in the
1 $$previous section we have seen that Dy is not described well treating Z =

64 as a core, the numbers for Ho could be more rel iable in view of experimeental

energies of the former being used in place of two-particle matrix elements

for the latter.
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SATURATING INTERACTIONS IN 4He WITH DENSITY DEPENDENCE
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With the advent of larger and faster computers, as well as modern shell model codes, nuclear
structure calculations for the light nuclei (A<16) which include full 2/ko model spaces are
quite feasible. However, there can be serious problems in the mixing of 2/fco and higher
excitations into the low-lying spectra if the effective interaction is non-saturating. Further-
more, effective interactions which are both saturating and density dependent have not gen-
erally been used in previous nuclear structure calculations. Therefore, we have undertaken
studies of 4He using two-body potential interactions which incorporate both saturation and
density-dependence. Encouraging initial results in remedying the mixing of 0 and 2/ko exci-
tations have been obtained. We have also considered the effects of our interaction on the
4He compressibility and the centroid of the breathing mode strength. First indications are
that a saturating effective interaction, with a short-range density dependent part and a long-
range density independent part, comes close to matching crude predictions for the compressi-
bility of 4He.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, Brown and Wildenthal1 discussed future prospects of the nuclear shell model. Fur

the light nuclei (A<16), calculations which include excitations beyond 0 and 1/ko are now feasi-

ble. A "challenge for the future" is how to properly mix 2/zco and higher excitations into the

low-lying spectra. Improper mixing of 0 and 2/zco excitations has been observed by several work-

ers.2>3-4 In particular, Hoshino et al.5 used the Hartree-Fock condition to ameliorate the problem.

However, effective interactions which are both saturating and density dependent have not gen-

erally been used hitherto in nuclear structure calculations. Accordingly, we have initiated a study

of 4He with such an interaction, the results of which we describe herein.

In this work, we use gaussian interactions and harmonic oscillator wave-functions. This

makes it possible to express the saturation condition for the ground state of 4He in closed form,

in first approximation. We simulate the density-dependence by introducing a dependence on the

two-body CM coordinate, ^=ifx+t2)l2, as follows, V(r)=Vo[vi(r)-Kvd(r)(l-R2/2b2)],6 where
the vid are gaussian form factors with, in general, different ranges, b is the oscillator strength,

Vo is the potential amplitude, and K is the density-dependent strength parameter. In general, we
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expect 0<K<1. Most calculations in the present work utilized a single range a:

vi(r)=vd{r)=exp (-r2la2). The simultaneous requirement of saturation, a ground state energy of

-28.2 MeV (the experimental value), and a value for b that matches the observed charge distribu-

tion leads to a value for a for a given value of K. Comparing the results of this interaction with

one omitting the saturation requirement, we get a large reduction in the energy of the first excited

state, a 0+ state, from =50 MeV to =30 MeV. Furthermore, our interaction, with all permitted

2/ko excitations, perturbs the ground state energy at 0/ko only slightly (see Section 3). We have

also considered the implications of a two-range force and report on the effects of our interaction

on the 4He compressibility K4, the intensity of the 2p/2h 2/ico excitations, and the centroid of the

breathing mode strength. This is discussed in Section 4.

2. THEORY FOR Os4; FROZEN CORE MODEL

In this section, we give closed formulas for the ground state energy Eo, compressibility K4,

and the centroid energy of the breathing mode Eo0, for the frozen core model (Os4) of 4He. Den-

sity dependence and saturation are both included, the former with a range ad different (in gen-

eral) from the range at for the density-independent component. The Wong prescription^ for

modeling the density dependence is used with gaussian form factors in conjunction with oscillator

wave functions, thus leading to closed formulae.

2.1 Saturating one component density independent interaction

The ground state oscillator wave function has the form,

4>(r) ~ e " r W • (1)

The density-independent interaction potential is given by,

Vi(r) = Vovi(r) = Voe-r2""2 . (2)

The ground state energy then has the form,

E (b ) = T + Ui = 9&l4mb2 + 6VO Xf12, (3a)

where

A,- s a,-2/(a,-2+2&2) . (3b)

The saturation condition, b\dEId(b2))=O, is obtained using the following equation,

bHdXnld{b1)) = -nln(l-X) . (4a)

Therefore, from the saturation condition

b2(dE/d(b2)) = -9&l4mb2 - 9Vil$
a{\-'ki) (4b)

= -T -3Ui(l-Xi)/2 = Q, (4c)

we obtain
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(4d)

which yields the energy at saturation, Eo,

£0 = T [1 - 2(1-1; )-V31, (5a)

or equivalently

lEol/r = 2 ( l - X i r
1 / 3 - l . (5b)

Using the experimental binding energy, Eo=-28.2 MeV, and the measured value7 for <r2>m we

find 6=1.44 fra and T=45 MeV—yielding X.--0.59 and at =1.76 =2.4 fm. Thus, in the absence of

any density dependence, saturation, plus the known binding energy and size, requires a rather

long range force. It is interesting to note that if we use the more reasonable value a, =6, we get

Eo=0; i.e., no binding. The compressibility K4 can be calculated with the help of the following

equation,

b\d2Xn/d(b2)2) = n(n+l)\na-K)2 , (6a)

which yields,

K4 = Q>l4)\d2Eldb2) = b\d2Eld{b2)2) = 27-57(1-^)/2 . (6b)

This derivation for KA assumes scaling, as did Sharma et a/.,8 which may not be a good approxi-

mation for so light a nucleus as 4He. The centroidal energy of the breathing mode is given by,

Eoo = [{d2Eldb2)lmA<r2>]1/2 = 2/zCO[l-5(l-Xt-)/4]1/2 . (6c)

For the present case, we find /sf4=0.98r=44 MeV, which is very low. The assumption of scaling

and/or the neglect of a short range, possibly density dependent, repulsive force, might be the

cause of this low value, ignoring for the moment the role of a model space truncation.

2.2 Modeling the density dependence with a two-body center-of-mass dependence

The R -dependent interaction, where R is defined to be the CM position of the interacting

particles, can be written as,6

Vd(R,r) = -KVoe-r'"*(\-R2IR?) , (7)

where the value of Ro is an arbitrary constant. A reasonable first guess is R2=2b2. For a density

independent repulsion, Ro -»<». We expect the range ad to be different from at, the range for the

explicitly density-independent long ranged component. We now define \d in complete analogy to

*<.

^ s a^aj+lb2) . (8a)

We now get a new expression for the ground state energy E as follows,

£(6) = T + U-, + Ud = 9&l4mb2 + 6Vo\?
a - 6KVoX^'\l-2,b2l2R2) . (8b)

We note that the off-diagonal matrix element Hmfil for (Qs)2-»(0.y,l,s) is proportional to the
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derivative of the ground state energy with respect to 62:

#00.01 ~ -(b2l^6)(dEld(b2)) . (9)

Thus, the Hartree-Fock and saturation conditions are equivalent:

= 0 = b2(dEld(b2)) = 0 . (10)

This statement holds for R -dependent interactions as well, which means at the equilibrium value

of b, both the energy derivative and the 2ko \pl\h matrix element of H must vanish. As noted

by Hoshino et a/.,5 in most calculations to date this is not the case. This leads, in general, to

large, spurious \pl\h matrix elements which spuriously perturb the ground state energy and wave

function. Hoshino et al.5 corrected this in a phenomenological way by adding a term propor-

tional to <ri
2> to the Hamiltonian, which is a one-body correction and a way of including density

dependence. They made an orbit-by-orbit correction such that the unwanted \pl\h matrix ele-

ments vanished. As noted, this is equivalent to imposing the saturation condition, which, in the

present case at least, can be done in an orbit independent way.

TABLE 1
Results for compressibility divided by kinetic energy (K4IT) for three cases as
described in the text.

(i) (bj to
K Xd=Xi y=l Xd=0 y = l Xd=0 v=O

A.,- Kj/T A,,- KA/T A,- KAIT
0.0 0.600 1.000 0.600 1.000 0.600 1.000
0.1 0.549 0.901 0.535 1.159 0.540 1.225
0.2 0.495 0.803 0.470 1.270 0.480 1.450

2.3 The compressibility, K± .

We now enlarge our considerations to a two-component gaussian interaction characterized by

two different ranges, at and ad. The d -component can be density dependent, but need not be.

Also, ad will be small compared to at, as we show later. The derivative of E with respect to ft2

and the compressibility K4 are given by,

b\dE/d(b2)) = -T - Wiil-Xi)!! - 3Ud(l-Xd)(\+gl)/2 , (lla)

and

(lib)

where

g\ = (y/2)/[(l-3y/4)(l-A*)] , (lie)

82 = (3y/5)/[(l-3y/4)(l-A.rf)] , (lid)

and

y=2b2m2. d i e )
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We present in Table 1 three sets of results for Xh Xd, and AT4/7\ for \EO l/T=2/3, slightly larger

than 0.59, the equilibrium value: (a) A density dependent interaction with the same range for the

d and i parts; see Eq.(8b); (b) A density dependent interaction with a zero range for the d part;

i.e., ad=0; and (c) A density independent interaction with ad=Q. Note that AT4 increases when ad

and «i are different. The increase is still not large enough, as is discussed in Section 4.

3. RESULTS

Herein we present results of our calculations for 4He using several different forms of the

saturating interaction described in the previous section with ai=ad. In Table 2 we show results

for the full saturating interaction and that same interaction minus the off-diagonal T (kinetic

energy) components which connect the 0.S and Is orbits. All results are calculated for &o=2O.O

MeV (oscillator parameter b=1.44 fin), corresponding to the proton-radius corrected value for the

experimentally measured charge distribution. The 2/ko results include both 2p/2h and \pllh

excitations whereas the 0/ico results are for (05 )4. The columns marked "With/Without Satura-

tion" means that the off-diagonal Ip/lh kinetic energy T matrix elements were omitted/included;

i.e., the matrix elements which satisfy the saturation condition. The column marked (VSE,VTE)

gives the Serber force form (singlet-even, triplet-even) components used here. The average of

these two components, 26.9 MeV, is Vo (see Section 2). As shown by Bloom et al.,9 the Serber

force with a Yukawa form factor, a range of 1 fm, and an amplitude ratio VTE/VSE=1.64 accounts

for 90% to 95% of the effective nuclear interaction when fitted to experimental energies, in the %2

sense. Also, the two body matrix elements of our saturating force and the Serber-Yukawa force

agree within 5% or so.

TABLE 2

Some results for the absolute ground state and relative first excited 0+ state energies
of 4He using a density-independent force which is saturating. The various entries are
described and discussed in the text. All energies are in units of MeV.

With Without (ra,b)
S a t u r a t i o n S a t u r a t i o n .

E r e / ( 0 2
+ ) E V ) E W )

2/fco -28.2 29.4 -84.4 51.5 (2.44,1.44) (-20.4,-33.4)
0/ko -28.1 — -28.1 — (2.44,1.44) (-20.4,-33.4)

In Table 3, we show the intensities of [(Ip/lh),(2p/2h)] admixtures in the calculated 0+

ground state in the vicinity of saturation, at 20.0 MeV, for the cases K̂ =0.0 (density independent)

and K=0.1 (density dependent). The different columns correspond to the following: 0/ko means

frozen core (Qs)4; 2/zco means all 2p/2h and \p/lh admixtures permitted; the last column permits

only 2p/2h admixtures. For the density dependent case, the Ip/lh and 2p/2h admixtures are of

the same order of magnitude, meaning that the Hartree-Fock condition has begun to break down.

For the density independent case, the \p/lh admixtures are lOOOx smaller than the 2p/2h admix-

tures, meaning that the violation of the Hartree Fock condition is weak. The derivation of the
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saturation equations was done for the frozen core. So long as the admixtures are small and the

\pl\h admixtures are small compared to the 2p/2h admixtures we expect our model to be viable.

The results for the compressibility /sT4 bear this out (see below).

TABLE 3
Intensities of [( lp/lf t) ,(2p/2/i)] admixtures in the calculated 0+ ground state in
the vicinity of saturation, /ko=20.0 MeV, for the cases K=0 (density independent)
and K = 0 . 1 (density dependent).

K

0.0

0.1

ha
19.8
20.0
20.2

19.8
20.0
20.2

0/ko
[0,0]
[0,0]
[0,0]

[olc]
[0,0]

2&o
[2xl0~5,2xl0-3]
[2xl0-6,2xl0~3]
[2xl0-5,2xl0"3]

[1.8xlO-J,3.5xlO-J]
[1.4xl0-3,3.5xl0~3]
[1.0xl0-3,3.5xl0"3]

2/JCO minus \pl\h
[0, l^xlO^]
[0,1.9xlO~3]
[0,1.9xlO~3]
[0,3.1xl0-J]
[0,3.1xlO"3]
[0,3.1xlQ-3]

In Table 4, we show the results for [Eo £4 ] , the [ground state energy, compressibility] for

the same set of conditions shown in Table 3. The breathing mode centroid energy £00 is approx-

imately 33 MeV in all cases, slightly above the first excited state at =29 MeV, in all cases. Per-

mitting the Ip/lh admixtures results in a drastic and unrealistic reduction of K4 for the density

independent case ( K = 0 . 0 ) and destroys the saturation condition for the density dependent case

( K = 0 . 1 ) SO that we cannot even calculate a meaningful compressibility. Allowing only 2p I2h

excitations on the other hand, leaves both K4 and the ground state energy practically unaltered.

We emphasize that in all the calculations shown in Tables 2, 3, and 4 we have used the same

range for the density-dependent and independent parts of the interaction. In the next section, we

show that introducing different ranges for these two parts produces significant changes in the

compressibility and, consequently, the distribution of the breathing mode strength.

TABLE 4

Results for [Eo , /C4]; i.e., ground state energy and compressibility at saturation

(/fco=20.0 MeV) for the same set of conditions as in Table 3; units are MeV.

K 0/ko 2/zco 2/ico minus Ip/lh

0.0 [-28.2,43.8] f-28.3,15.3] [-28.3,44.7]
0.1 [-28.2,38.2] — [-28.4,38.4]

4. COMPARISON WITH HEAVIER NUCLEI AND THE BREATHING MODE

In this section, we give tabulations of results for heavier nuclei with extrapolations to 4He

where experimental results are not available. Although the extrapolations are very crude, some

remarkably constant features do emerge. We begin with Table 5, where we give nuclear radii

and kinetic energies for several closed shell nuclei. The two entries for the radii, r and r\

correspond to radii based on experimentally measured rms charge distributions7 and to radii

corrected for the proton charge distribution. The extrapolations to nuclear matter are based on the

entries for the heaviest nuclei or the empirical binding energy formulas, where applicable. The
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4th column gives twice the average kinetic energy in units of &o, corrected for the CM kinetic

energy. The 5th column gives the value for /ko based on r'. Columns 6, 7, and 8 are self-

explanatory. The constancy of <EIT> in spite of the rough approximations is striking. It sug-

gests that 4He in some ways is not so different from the other closed shell nuclei. In Table 6, the

entries in columns 1 and 4 are the same as the corresponding entries in Table 5. Column 2 gives

the experimentally observed centroidal energy for the giant monopole resonance energy,10 where

available. Column 3 is twice column 5 of Table 5. Column 5 gives the calculated value for the

compressibility on the assumption of a simple scaling for the breathing mode and ignores interac-

tions: KSC=&<TIA>. Columns 6 and 7 give KA as calculated u.-ing the formulas of Gleissl et

a/.10 and Sharma et al.,u respectively. The agreement between the two is not good and the for-

mula of Sharma et al.n is inapplicable for light nuclei. Neither formula agrees with the scaling

mode extrapolation of column 5, which gives a much softer compressibility than either the Gleissl

or Sharma formula.

TABLE 5
Radii and kinetic energies for closed shell nuclei. See the text for an explanation of
the entries.

Nucleus
4He
16 Q

40Ca
56Ni
90Zr

208pb

A—>oo

Nuclear
Matter

r
1.63
2.73
3.49
3.75
4.27
5.50

r'
1.53
2.67
3.44
3.71
4.23
5.47

0.93A m

0.93A1'3

<ZV+1.125>
1.12
2.17
2.94
3.29
3.85
5.10

0.86A1'3

—

/ko
19.9
12.6
10.3
9.9
8.9
7.1

41A-1/3

—

<77A>
11.2
13.7
15.2
16.3
17.2
18.1

17.6

22.0

<EIA>
-7.5
-9.1

-10.6
-11.4
-11.9
-12.9

-13.0

-16.0

<EIT>
-0.67
-0.66
-0.70
-0.70
-0.69
-0.71

-0.74

-0.73

TABLE 6
Giant monopole resonance energies and compressibilities, KA. See the text for an
explanation of the entries.

Nucleus
4He
16Q

40Ca
56N i
90Zr

208pb

A—»«>

EGMR

16-18
17
16.2
13.8

2/5co
39.8
25.2
20.6
19.8
17.8
14.2

82A~1/3

<TIA>
11.2
13.7
15.2
16.3
17.2
18.1

17.6

90
110
122
130
138
145

141

KA (Ref. 10)
83

132
154
160
168
180

215

KA (Ref. 11)
-172

2
81

104
133
173

300

As can be seen, the energy of the monopole mode is approximately proportional to /ko for

heavy nuclei, but more nearly constant for lighter nuclei. Since the surface is relatively more

important for light than for heavy nuclei, it can be expected that surface correlations play a more
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important role in the monopole oscillation for light nuclei; i.e., interactions cannot be neglected.

Finally, we point out that the Landau relations lead to the following result for the compressibility

in nuclear matter, neglecting the particle-hole interaction at the Fermi surface:

KNM = l0<r/A>, (12a)

which should be contrasted with the oscillator model prediction with scaling but without interac-

tions (see Eq. (6b)),

Km=%<T/A>. (12b)

Without correction for correlations at the Fermi Surface it is difficult to say which formula is the

most correct. In any case it is clear that to extrapolate from 4He to nuclear matter is not very

realistic. Nonetheless, a better knowledge of the distribution of monopole strength in 16O as well

as 4He, could be of considerable use in determining the parameters of the effective interaction.
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We have calculated the T = 0 spectrum of4He in complete shell-model spaces

extended up to lOftw of oscillator excitation using several two-body interactions,

namely, the potential V7 of Volkov1, the potential Bl of Brink and Boeker2 and

internucleon matrix elements obtained by multiplying the popular Sussex matrix

elements3 (SME) by a single strength factor of order unity. Our computing pro-

cedure was described in ref. 4. It will be sufficient to state that the operator

matrices were constructed in four-nucleon harmonic oscillator bases including all

the configurations coupled to zero total angular momentum and isospin up to iVo

harmonic oscillator quanta. Owing to the completeness of the bases with regard

to the excitation energy, the eigenstates of the energy matrices are automatically

eigenstates of the center-of-mass (cm) Hamiltonian with eigenvalues Ecm equal to

(2ftcm + lcm + ^)hu>. Since the basis is coupled to zero total angular momentum,

/cm is equal to the internal angular momentum J of the system under study. Ac-

cordingly, the eigenstates characterized by ncm = 0 in the Nohu space are at the

same time "good states" (Ecm, = f^w) in a basis coupled to angular momentum J
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and including all the configurations up to Nhw oscillator quanta with N = Nc,-J.

In this way we were able to extract from a single energy matrix good eigenstates

coupled to different values of J . It is easily seen that these states have internal

parities equal to (- 1)J or ( - 1 ) J + 1 according as to wether NQ is even or odd.

The two lowest good eigenvalues EN(GS) and i?jv(O+) of the energy matrices

constructed using the potentials V7 and Bl are presented for N = 0,2, •••,10

in Fig.l as functions of the oscillator length parameter b — f ^ j ) . It is worth

recalling that both of these potentials, which are quite different in shape (V7 is

very soft at short distance whereas Bl has a strong repulsive core) were defined to

yield acceptable values for the binding energy and the size of 4 He in a variational

calculation carried out using a single Slater determinant. It is seen that both

potentials yield quite similar results for the energy £//(0+) of the first excited

state, the so-called "breathing-mode". In particular, the minimum of Efj(0+)

drops close to the experimental value of -8.7 MeV in the lOfew space. On the other

hand, these potentials yield comparable ground state energies EN(GS) only up

to N = 4 but, for potential Bl, EN{GS) presents from N = 6 a deep minimum

around 6 = 0.9 fm. To put it in another way, EH(GS) is not sensitive to the

short-range correlations which arise from the presence of a repulsive core in the

nucleon-nucleon interaction unless the model space includes configurations with

excitation energy larger than 4ftw, whereas EN(0+) remains unaffected by these

correlations at least up to N = 10. Note that if 6 is chosen equal to a value typical

of existing shell-model calculations of 4He (b > 1.4 fm), which is in fact required

to fit the known radius of this nucleus, the effect of the correlations on E^(GS)

in the large spaces is strongly damped.

As was shown by Elliott et a.1 3, it is possible to derive directly from the

measured nucleon-nucleon phase shifts a set of matrix elements of the internucleon

potential in a harmonic oscillator basis. The fact that the phase shifts are only

fitted at energies up to 300 MeV implies that these matrix elements are subject to

the condition {An + 21 + 3)hu < 330MeV. Therefore the investigation of nuclear

properties in a complete Nhu model space relying on the SME cannot be achieved

unless b is larger than about 1,4, 1.6 and 1.8 fm for N = 6,8 and 10, respectively.

The energies EN(GS) and EN(0+) calculated in the various Nhw spaces using

these matrix elements are displayed in Fig.2 as functions of 6. It is apparent that

the decrease of EN{GS) and EN(0+) when the model space is enlarged up to 10/lw,
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though important, is not sufficient to bring these energies in agreement with their

Coulomb-corrected experimental counterparts of -29 MeV and -8.7 MeV. It turns

out that it is possible to describe the ground state and the first excited state of 4He

in a consistent manner by changing the SME within limits compatible with the

expected uncertainties in these quantities by defining an effective interaction of the

form ,\ySu8sex where A is determined in the various Nhw spaces by the condition

EN(GS) = -29MeV. The values of A obtained for 6 = 1.8 fm are given in Table 1

along with the corresponding excitation energies Ex^(0+) — £W(0+) — Efj(GS);

the charge radii and the .D-state probabilities of both the ground state and the

first excited state are also displayed.

Ex,N{0+) Rch{GS) Rch{0+) PD(GS) PD{0+)

(MeV) (fm) (fm) (X) (%)

4

6

8

10

1.225

1.182

1.154

1.137

26.78

23.26

22.40

21.37

1.78

1.73

1.72

1.71

2.60

2.82

2.91

3.05

3.12

3.90

4.35

4.70

2.72

2.59

3.37

3.31

Table 1

It is seen that in a lOftw calculation Exj^(0+) is brought at about 1 MeV from

the Coulomb-corrected experimental value of 20.3 MeV and that the calculated

charged radius of the ground state is close to the measured value of 1.68 fm 5; more-

over the D-state admixture of this state is in fair agreement with the value of 4.7%

deduced from recent analyzing power measurements of the reaction 2H(d, 7)* He 6.

Note that in all the model spaces considered the charge radius of the lowest 0+

excited state is significantly greater than the charge radius of the ground state

and that both these states have comparable .D-state probabilities. Our results are

thus compatible with the usual breathing-mode interpretation of the lowest 0+

excitation of 4He.

The theoretical T = 0 negative parity spectra obtained in the various Nhw

spaces for b = 1.8 fm using the interaction AFSu88ex with A defined by the condition
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EN+l(GS) = -29MeV are displayed in Fig.3. The 2~ eigenvalue in the

space, presented between brackets, was obtained by extrapolating the eigenvalues

obtained in the smaller spaces. It is apparent that the 0~ and 2~ theoretical states

are predated close to their respective experimental counterparts when the model

space is enlarged sufficiently. Concerning the excitation energy of the 1~ state,

our results support the value of 24.1 MeV deduced by Gruebler et al 7 from the

analysis of the reaction 2H(d,p)3H rather than the value of 31 MeV quoted in the

survey done by Fiarman and Meyerhof.8

To summarize, it is possible to achieve an acceptable shell-model description

of the T = 0 spectrum of 4He, including binding energy restrictions, provided the

configuration space is extended up to lOftw of excitation energy.

Such a description does not require a real understanding of the short-range

correlations induced by the presence of a repulsive core in the free nucleon-nucleon

interaction
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various Nhw spaces using the bare Sussex
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RECENT AND FUTURE APPLICATIONS OF THE SHELL MODEL IN THE CONTINUUM

Dean HALDERSON"

Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Michigan 49008, U.S.A.

The calculational procedure and present capabilities of the shell model in
the continuum are described. Examples of recent applications of the model
are presented. These examples include intermediate energy hadron
scattering, electron scattering, and strangeness producing reactions.
Additional applications are suggested and the procedure for extending the
model to relativistic systems is decribed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The concept of a shell model in the continuum was originally formulated by

U. Fano in 1966.1 From this time to 1976, many authors have applied various

forms of the continuum shell model to problems in nuclear and atomic physics.

A review of pioneering calculations may be found in the book by Mahaux and

Weidenmuller2 and a review of calculations through 1976 may be found in an

article by Philpott.3 The early works were either perturbative in nature, and

therefore lacked perdictive power, or they relied on zero-range interactions,

and therefore could not incorporate spin-orbit and tensor forces. One

procedure for eliminating these difficulties was introduced by Philpott,1*'5 who

showed that the dynamical R-matrix equations of Lane and Robson6 could be place

in a calculable form.

Standard R-matrix theory requires an expansion basis for wave functions

within an interaction radius. The calculable form of Philpott allows use of

any orthonormal expansion basis, in particular, an harmonic oscillator basis.

Therefore standard bound state procedures for calculating matrix elements of

interactions with spin-orbit and tensor forces can be used. A calculation that

employed this method was reported in ref. 7. Here the bound state spectrum of

1 7 0 and cross section for 1 6O + n were calculated in a lp + 2plh basis. The

results showed remarkable agreement with experimental results.

It was clear, however, that if the continuum shell model were to have the

same sophistication as the bound state shell model, one must find a way to

eliminate spurious center-of-mass excitations. In an article from 1977,8

Philpott demonstrated that, indeed, spurious components could be removed from

continuum states by an appropriate Talmi-Moshinsky9 transformation. This

procedure, combined with the R-matrix techniques, has become known as the

recoil corrected continuum shell model (RCCSM.)

Supported in part by National Science Foundation Grant PHY-8604375.
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2. FORMALISM

The RCCSM provides a solution for the nuclear wave function with incoming

flux v. in the channel i = {a,JA #M ,ms)»

where c stands for aJA«.j and the sum is over Im^ jmJgMg. The possible

target spins are denoted by JA, I and j are the orbital and total angular

momenta of the additional nucleon relative to the target, and a represents

other quantum numbers necessary to distinguish target states. Inside the

interaction region the wave function is expanded in a set of basis functions,

A

where the expansion coefficients satisfy the dynamical equations of Lane and

Robson,

I [<x|H - E|X'> + Y Y, (b " b )y )A = 0. (3)
-, ' i - A C A c C A C A
A c

The boundary condition and width quantities in eq. (3) are given by

bc = [(uJB^VrJ-^du^B^Vclr)] . b = [ U, /r)~l (dxi /dr)]
<- c c r=ac >-c Ac Ac r=ac'

and Y = (1fi2/2nua )l ̂ u ( a ) . (4)
Ac *- <- Ac C

The matrix elements of the shell model states, | A > , have been transformed from

coordinates with a fixed origin to the internal relative coordinate as

specified in ref. 8. Once the expansion coefficients, and therefore the wave

function in eq. (1), are determined by solving the dynamical equations, one can

calculated the S-matrix for nucleon scattering, or the cross section for

excitation to the continuum region of the nucleus by an external probe.

3. INELASTIC HADRON SCATTERING

The excitation of 1 2C, 4" states by pions is one example of the utility

of the RCCSM as applied to inelastic hadron scattering. In fig. 1 is shown the

measured 70°, n+, n~ and subtracted inelastic cross sections.10 The interesting

feature of these data was the large TI+-R~ asymmetry that indicates isospin

mixing in the underlying 4" states. If fact, from the ratio of the n+ to n~

cross sections, the states appear to be either pure proton or pure neutron

excitations. The RCCSM calculation11 for the excitation of 4~ strength, in a
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FIGURE 1
Inelastic pion scattering from 12C at K = 16? MeV

lplh basis, appears as the thin solid line in fig. 1. The main features of the

data are reproduced. An analysis of the underlying resonances reveals that they

are indeed nearly either pure proton or pure proton excitations. The almost

complete isospin mixing is due to two processes, both of which could only be

obtained in a continuum model.

First, one normally asummes that the T = 0 state will lie lower than the

T = 1 state because it is more spatially symmetric and the residual interaction,

v.., is attractive. However, the strong components of a realistic effective

interaction, like the one employed here,12 become less attractive or more

repulsive as the radial excitation is increased. The proton oscillator

expansion coefficients for the lowest |0p3/2nd5/2(4~)> are aQ = 0.82,

aj = -0.25, a2 = 0.32, a3 = -0.26, a^ = 0.24, a5 = -0.17, and a6 = 0.07. This

demonstrates the large contributions from high oscillator quanta for these

unbound state, and the result is the near degeneracy of the T = 0 and T = 1

states without Coulomb mixing.

The second process is the increased Coulomb mixing matrix element due to the

unbound nature of the states. A lhu> calculation for the 4" states produces a

matrix element of 180 keV. The full 14hu calculation produces a matrix element

of 321 keV. A number of other interesting features of this calculation are

_- in ref. 11. Again, these features are unique to continuum models.

4. ELECTROEXCITATION OF UNBOUND STATES

Interest in the excitaion of nuclei to energies above particle

emission threshold by electrons has increased in the present decade. The RCCSM

has the potential to model these experiments with the same sophistication that

bound state calculations model the excitation of states below threshold. A good

example of electroexcitation of unbound states deals with the first excited state
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of ̂ He. The structure of this 0 resonance has been a puzzle because it accounts

for only a very small percentage of the energy weighted sum rule. In fact shell

model calculations which assume a lsOs"1(J=Q,T=0) configuration overpredict the

strength by a factor of 20. 1 3

A clear decription of this state emerges, however, in the RCCSM. With the

g-matrix M3Y14 interaction and core states of 3H and 3He taken as pure Os3, one

finds very good agreement between the measured form factor and calculated form

factor as shown in fig. 2. In addition, the RCCSM provides a detailed picture of

the resonance as shown in fig. 3. One of the interesting features of this figure

is the cusp due to the opening of the neutron channel.

The failure of bound state shell model calculations to describe this

resonance is explained by looking at the oscillator expansion coefficients. At

Ep = 6.0 MeV the proton amplitudes-squared are a2 = 2.4, a2 =19.2,
US IS

a2s

1

= 12.1, a 3 s = 15.0, = 9.8, a2
g = 5.7, a

2
s = 2.0, and
s

= 0.2. Clearly

the state is not a 2nw excitation, but mixture of many configurations. The

mixing was not due primarily to the interaction, but to satisfying the continuum

boundary conditions. Because this linear combination of configurations was

necessary only to produce the correct shape of the wave function for one-particle

excitations, this calculations suggests that the 0 + state can best be described

as a lplh excitation and not a collective state.

5. REACTIONS WITH STRANGENESS

5.1 Lambda-hypernuclei

One o>: the most important applications of the RCCSM has been to

strangeness exchange reactions. Typical hypernuclear spectral show evidence of

bound states, resonances, and quasifree scattering. The RCCSM is capable of
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FIGURE 5
Calculated l" cross section

calculating all of these processes in one consistent formalism with no double-

counting. In addition, the YN mass difference poses no difficulty lor the RCCSM

formalism in removing spurious center of mass excitations from the hypernuclear

wave functions. An example of hypernuclear spectra for the reaction 12C(ntK+)1^C

is shown in fig. 4. The histogram, representing experimental points,15 shows

two or three, or perhaps more, peaks. An RCCSM calculation for this reaction was

performed with the interaction of ref. 16 and the 1 2C core states of Cohen and

Kurath.17 The curve in fig. 4 represents the RCCSM calculation18 folded with a

Gaussian of width 3.5 MeV and multiplied by a scale factor of 3.8. An analysis

of the unfolded calculation shown in fig. 5 reveals the nature of these peaks and

the makeup of the quasifree region.

5.2 Sigma-hypernuclei

The sigma-hypernuclei require a continuum model for any meaningful

comparison of data with calculations. This is because all of the observed

structure lies above E-threshold. An analysis of K~ capture-at-rest experiments

in the RCCSM framework19 indicated that such experiments were unlikely to useful

in extracting information on sigma-hypernuclear state and therefore the EN

interaction. This work was also a demonstration of the calculational power of

the RCCSM, since it often involved solving a 48 coupled-channels problem at many

energies. An extensive study of most available sigma-hypernuclear data from

inflight experiments has recently been completed.20 The analysis indicated that

inflight experiments can provide information on the EN interaction and the

EN-•AN conversion strength. Perhaps the best example of data that contains this

information is from the 12C(K~,n.~)l2C reaction. The experimental results for

forward angle scattering at pj.. = 400 and 450 MeV/c are shown in figs. 6 and 7.21

The ratio of the B..+ - -3 MeV, predominately E+ state, to B + - -7 MeV,

predominately E" state, peak cross sections is a function of the mixing between
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12C(K",rt~)12c at p = 400 MeV/c
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FIGURE 7
12c(K~,n~)l?-C at p = 450 MeV/c

the states and the EN conversion strength. The RCCSM formaism allows a complex

interaction w M ~ h can simulate the conversion process. One such complex

interation is the YNG interaction of Yamarnoto and Bando.22 A modification of

this interaction, by the factors of 0.7 times the real part and 0.1 times the

imaginary part, produces a spectrum in reasonable agreement with the data. The

results of this calculation are also shown in figs. 6 and 7.

The significance of the above factors is not at all clear because of quality

of existing sigma-hypernuclear data. The one point that is clear from the study

in ref. 20 is that higher quality data, with angular distributions that are

properly normalized, are a necessity before more than just a qualitative

determination of the strength of the EN interaction can be determined. It is

also clear that the RCCSH is capable of connecting the two-body, EN interaction

to the strangeness exchange data in the continuum with the same sophistication as

conventional shell mod3l calculations do to the bound state data.

6. FUTURE CALCULATIONS

Many nuclear phenomena remain which lend themselves to analysis via

comparison with RCCSM calculations. Only a few of these will be investigated in

the near future. One specific project involves the double strangeness exchange

production of xi-hypernuclei and double-lambda-hypernuclei. The RCCSM

predictions should provide information on expected yields and the sensitivity of

yields to the AA and EN interactions. A more general area of investigation

involves coincidence measurements such as (e,e'N) and (n,n.'N). The RCCSM

formalism should remove many uncertainties associated with the outgoing nucleon

since it will provide a coupled-channels wave function with final-state

interactions and one which is guaranteed to be orthogonal to the bound nuclear

wave functions.
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FIGURE 8
Phase shift as a function of matching radius for different
numbers of basis function. The dotted line is the exact value.

These wave functions will also soon be available from a relativistic

continuum shell model. The R-matrix theory was recently extended to systems with

binary breakup channel that obey relative Dirac equations. In this formulation

the one-channel Dirac equation is written as

[a-p + Bm + V(r) + Ltb)]^.^ = E\JJ . (5)

where L(b) is the Bloch operator2h that must be constructed to retain

hermitivity inside the channel radius, ac . For the Dirac equation this

Bloch operator takes the form
-b i(o. r)/r

L(b) = b(r-ac-) , (&)

0 0

Equation (5) may then be reduced to the form of eq. (3) with the new definitions,

b = F(ac)/G(ac), b x = Fx(ac)/Gx(ac), and yx = G ^ a ^ ) . (7)

A rapid convergence in the number basis states is demonstrated in fig. 7, where

the I = 2 j = 5/2 phase shift is plotted as a function of channel radius for

scattering of a 49.3 MeV neutron from an scalar potential of depth 33.5 MeV. The

basis set consists of the free particle solutions which have upper component

equal to zero at r = 2ac. This formalism will also allow calculations of nucleon

scattering in a relativistic model with many coupled channels.

7. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented several examples of applying the RCCSM formalism to

inelastic scattering of electrons and hadrons. The formalism was particularly

well suited for reactions which create hypernuclei. The ability to remove

spurious center-of-mass excitations, to use a realistic two-body interaction, and

to include bound states, resonances, and quasifree scattering in one consistent
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framework, provides one with a shell model in the continuum which has the same

sophistication as the bound state model. Futher applications to double-

strangeness exchange reactions and coincidence measurements are being pursued.

The formalism for making these calculations in a relativistic model has been

developed and results from these calculations should be available soon.
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SHELL MODEL TRUNCATION SCHEMES FOR ROTATIONAL NUCLEI
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The suitability of the pair condensate approach for rotational states is studied in a single j = 17/2
shell of identical nucleons interacting through a quadrupole-quadrupole hamiltonian. The ground
band and a K = 2 excited band are both studied in detail. A direct comparison of the exact states
with those constituting the SD and SDG subspaces is used to identify the important degrees of
freedom for these levels. The range of pairs necessary for a good description is found to be highly
state dependent; S and D pairs are the major constituents of the low-spin ground band levels,
while G pairs are needed for those in the y-band. Energy spectra are obtained for each truncated
subspace. SDG pairs allow accurate reproduction of the binding energy and K = 2 excitation
energy, but still give a moment of inertia which is about 30% too small even for the lowest levels.

1. INTRODUCTION

An unresolved problem in nuclear structure is that of finding a shell model truncation scheme

which includes the states capable of describing nuclear collective motion in a basis of manageable size.

This is motivated in part by interest in the microscopic description of macroscopic nucleai' phenomena

such as rotations and vibrations. However, the ability to perform realistic calculations for heavy nuclei

would also further the investigation of such fundamental physical problems as double-B-decay and the

non-conservation of symmetries. This paper describes the investigation, in the context of rotational

motion, of a truncation scheme based on condensates of low-spin pairs, in a model system consisting

of a single j = 17/2 shell. We first argue that previous investigations have been inconclusive.

The phenomenological success of the Interacting Boson Model (IBM), which describes nuclei with

2 n valence nucleons as systems of n scalar (s) and quadrupole (d) bosons, 1 suggests that these

degrees of freedom could represent those of importance in nuclear structure. A possible interpretation

is the correspondence of Otsuka, Arima, Iachello, and Talmi (OAI), in which the bosons represent

scalar (S) and quadrupole (D) nucleon pairs.2 However, the extent to which realistic nuclear shell

model eigenstates can indeed be constructed using only these pairs is still a subject of controversy

A range of different conclusions has been drawn from previous work, including apparently

successful applications of the SD scheme to claims that J = 4 (G)-pair content is high in even the

lowest levels: The former typically consist of comparing with data the results of an IBM calculation

using parameters obtained by evaluating matrix elements of a shell model hamiltonian in the low-

seniority part of the SD subspace.3-5 On the other hand, the early opinion^ that the scheme would not

* This work ••vns supported in part by National Science Foundation grant number PHY 87-23182.
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be useful in systems where seniority is not conserved has been reinforced by studies of pair structure

in intrinsic states optimized for realistic hamiltonians,6'7 where pairs of higher spin, in particular J = 4,

play an important role.

However, with regard to the applications of the OAI mapping, it is not known whether the dam

would be correctly reproduced in a full shell model calculation for which the hamiltonian used is

supposed to be appropriate. While this is precisely the type of application for which the scheme is

intended, at this stage the results are not conclusive in that: i) Errors may be due to either the SD

truncation or to the shell model interaction, and indeed an apparently correct result could be due to

some fortuitous cancellation of errors, ii) States outside the SD subspace are not investigated; this is

critical in that if such states would occur in an energy region lower than that of any experimental

candidates, then the shell model hamiltonian used, and so the whole study, would be invalidated.

Such uncertainties concerning the physical relevance of the SD subspace can be eliminated in studies of

model systems for which exact calculations may be performed, with of course the corresponding

disadvantage that one may not have all the critical elements of a realistic system.

With regard to the intrinsic state calculations, these states contain levels with angular momenta

beyond the range of the IBM that cannot be constructed with S and D pairs, their presence lowering the

SD content and hence underestimating this for the iow-J levels. Again, such uncertainty may be

resolved by constructing states with good angular momentum.

Even for exactly solvable systems, an ambiguity surrounds calculations where only observables,

such as energies, are evaluated; a difference between values for a model state and the level to which it

is assigned could be due to the effects of small admixtures from outside the chosen subspace, or to the

model state in fact describing a totally different level. Renormalization would be appropriate in the first

case, but not in the second. Thus it is important to ascertain the degrees of freedom of primary

importance for each eigen state.

It is commonly believed that the SD subspace has comparable relevance to all low-energy levels,

including those in both the ground and excited bands^"5^. However, some studies for 20Ne (Ref.9)

and **"Gd (Ref.lO) have shown that this may not always be the case, with an excited band not being

accurately reproduced using the pairs optimized for the ground state. We believe that it is important to

determine whether this result represents a general feature. With regard to the 156(3(1 calculations, we

note that, as remarked above, conclusions based on comparisons of spectra give ambiguous

information on the nature of the states, and that direct investigations of calculated eigenstates should be

used where possible, as in this paper.

Many applications of boson-fermion mapping procedures have been made to systems consisting of

a single j-shell11-1^. Such model spaces do not afford a realistic description of actual collective

nuclei; nevertheless, some of the effects believed to be important in rotational motion, such as mixing

of seniority, can certainly be induced by the imposition of a suitable hamiltonian. Indeed, hamiltonians

of the quadrupole-quadrupole type produce spectra which can readily be interpreted in terms of

rotational bands.
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2. PAIR-BASED TRUNCATION SCHEMES

A possible interpretation of the IBM (Ref. 1) s, d, [and g (hexadecapole)16] bosons is that they

represent J = 0, 2 (S, D), [and J = 4 (G)] nucleon pairs2

s1" -* S1" = A t ( 0 ) ( l a )

d t ^ D t =PAt(2) (lb)

gt-Gt-PA+W

where, for a single j-shell,

M M

and P is a projection operator onto states of highest seniority, eliminating the need for explicit

orthogonalization for many states. Thus

I sn"nd-ng, dnd (Yd j d ) , gng (Yg Jg); J > ̂  I j 2 n , v=2(nd+ng) (Dnd "yd" Jd, Gng "yg" Jg), J > (3)

where y represents all additional labels needed to completely specify a state, and explicit

orthogonalization and normalization has been performed when required.

3. APPLICATION TO A j = 17/2 SHELL WITH H = - Q.Q

3.1 The full shell model calculation

A model system of identical nucleons in a single j = 17/2 shell allows an exact calculation, but is

capable of providing rotational-like spectra. Rotational motion is generally associated with a

quadrupole-quadrupole interaction, 1? inducing the effect of a nuclear quadrupole deformation; we

choose

H = Q.Q , Q = - [ a ^ a® ] ( 2 ) W

The resulting spectra, obtained using the Oxford-Buenos Aires shell model code OXBASH,18

indeed display sequences of levels that can be grouped into rotational bands. In this paper a detailed

analysis of the six-particle system (n = 3) is presented. The corresponding spectrum of levels with

J < 16 in the three lowest bands is shown on the left of Figure 1; above E = -2.80 units, many other

levels occur and these are not shown. The levels shown appear to form rotational bands with K = 0,

12, and 2, which can be understood from a Nilsson diagram^ and indicate oblate deformation.

The hamiltonian (Eq.4) is capable of mixing seniority, and analysis of the eigenstates reveals that

this generally occurs.
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FIGURE 1
Energy spectrum for 6 identical nucleons in a j = 17/2 shell with H = - Q. Q (see text), and spectra

corresponding to a restriction to SDG, and to SD, pairs.

3.2. Results for the SD and SDG subspaces

a. Pair content of the low-energy eigenfunctions

The numbers of states for each angular momentum J (< 12) in the full j = 17/2 shell model space and

the SD and SDG pair subspaces are compared in Table I. It is seen that the SD subspace accounts for

only a small fraction of the full basis space, while for low angular momentum the SDG subspace

exhausts a significant fraction.

Table I

Number of six-particle states in the full j = 17/2 space, and in the SDG and SD subspaces, for each

value of the angular momentum J < 12.

J

Space 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

(17/2)6 8 4 16 14 26 21 34 28 37 33 40 33 41

(SDG)3 7 2 1 1 7 13 6 10 4 5 2 2 - 1

(SD)3 3 - 3 1 2 - 1 - - - - - -
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The suitability of the pair subspaces for describing the low-energy rotational motion can be

measured by the extent to which the corresponding eigenstates lie within these subspaces. The SD and

SDG fractions of each level (J < 12) in the ground (K = 0) and K = 2 bands are shown in Table n.

Table n

SDG and SD content, and SD SU(3) decomposition, for the (a) ground (K = 0) and (b) K = 2 bands.

(a) J
0 2 4 6 8 10 12

SDG 1.000 0.999 0.981 0.916 0.761 0.445 0.139

SD 0.969 0.945 0.867 0.627

(60) 0.947 0.944 0.863 0.627

(22) 0.003 0.001 0.004 -

(00) 0.019 -

(b) J

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

SDG 0.995 0.958 0.962 0.945 0.785 0.658 0.338 0.081 0.086 - 0.060

SD 0.576 0.497 0.240 - 0.146

(60) 0.000 - 0.001 - 0.146

(22) 0.576 0.497 0.239 -

It is seen that these two bands give very different results:

The low-spin ground band levels are well described by the SD subspace. Note that the small

improvements obtained by adding G pairs correspond to a subspace which is larger by a factor of

around 3-4 (Table I). It is clear that the SD components are the most important for describing these

levels. For higher spin (J > 6) the SD subspace is of course not relevant; however, for these levels

even the addition of G pain; does not allow a good description, and the continuous decrease in SDG

occupancy can be contrasted with the reasonable fractions exhausted by the SD subspace up to its

The low-spin K = 2 band levels do not lie predominantly within the SD subspace. For these

eigenstates, the addition of G pairs is necessary for the pair-based truncation to be reasonable.
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b. SD and SDG spectra

We now use the degrees of freedom investigated in III.B.l to calculate energy spectra. This will

indicate how the errors in overlaps are related to the errors in energies. Spectra for each subspace are

obtained by simply diagonalizing the appropriate submatrix of the shell model hamiltonian (the "bare"

interaction). The errors then indicate the extent of renormalization that would be required to

compensate for the inadequacy of the chosen restrictions.

Spectra appropriate for restriction to the SDG and SD subspaces are shown in Figure 1 alongside

the exact results. At the qualitative level, the rotational nature of the exact calculation is seen to be

preserved; sets of levels corresponding to rotational bands with K = 0 and 2 are apparent in both

truncated calculations. Quantitatively, the bandhead energies are well reproduced, excepting that of the

K = 2 band in the SD calculation. However, there are significant errors in the moments of inertia for

both subspaces. The binding energies, excitation energies of the K = 2 band, and effective moments

of inertia obtained by fitting to the levels with J < 4, are presented in Table III. It is seen that the

deviations are correlated to the results presented in Table II, and that the errors in the moment of inertia

are much larger than those for the wavefunctions.

Table III

Binding energies, K = 2 excitation energies, and effective moments of inertia for the J < 4 members of

the K = 0 and 2 bands, for the exact, SDG, and SD calculations.

Exact SDG SD

-E(0) 3.702 3.702 3.631

E(2)* 0.727 0.736 1.063

1(0) 99.2 71.5 39.4

1(2) 120.7 74.5 15.1

3.3. SU(3) symmetry in the SD subspace

Squared overlaps of the shell model eigenstates with the SD subspace states defined by the sd IBM

SU(3) subgroup1 are displayed in Table II below the total SD content. The (60) representation

exhausts the SD component of the ground band, and thus gives a good description of the lowest

eigenvectors in the exact calculation. Similarly, the (22) representation also exhausts the (smaller) SD

component of the K = 2 band. Thus the SU(3) "symmetry", which corresponds only to a particular

mixing of seniority, is seen to have some validity, as for j = 13/2,14 although there is no shell model

SU(3) algebra.
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4. CONCLUSION

In this model calculation, it is found that S and D pairs do allow an accurate construction of the

ground band eigenstates for which such a description is possible (J < 2 n). States including in addition

G pairs are much less important for J < 2 n, and are also of limited relevance for larger values of J

(< 4 n) since high occupancies do not extend out to this limit. Indeed, it is interesting to contrast the

high overlaps for the SD subspace out to its maximum angular momentum with the steady decrease in

relevance of the SDG subspace. However, the eigenstates of the K = 2 band, even those of low

angular momentum, are not well described by S and D pairs alone; here the addition of states involving

also G pairs allows a much more accurate construction.

Although pairs with J > 2 are not major constituents of the low-spin ground band levels, the small

admixtures do significantly influence the spectrum. Similarly, pairs with J > 4 appear to be important

in describing the low-spin K = 2 level energies. Nevertheless, these low-spin pairs constitute a useful

set of degrees of freedom for the description of the rotational motion of lower members of the ground

and K = 2 bands, and thus form a possible basis for a truncated calculation; the significant effects of

other pairs on the spectrum would seem to be a reasonable target for perturbation theory. In contrast,

renormalization would not be appropriate for shifting the energy of, say, the SDG J = 12 state closer to

that of the ground band level; the smallness of the overlap between the two states (Table II) indicates

that the model state is in fact describing some combination of other levels rather than the lowest

eigenstate, which must then have a different structure.

The result for the ground band is counter to the view that the SD pair approach is not relevant when

seniority is mixed,2'6 supporting the arguments, summarized in the introduction, that this need not be

the case. We also note in this context the apparently successful applications of OAI to nuclei which,

although not strongly deformed, do indicate breaking of seniority.^

The result for the K = 2 band is of particular interest given the recent suggestions that excited (B)

bands can be intruders into the space corresponding to low-spin pairs optimized for the ground

band.9 '10 Here the excited (K = 2) band levels are indeed not well described by the SD degree of

freedom, although in contrast to the 156Q(J calculations^, in the present example the description is

significantly improved on the addition of G-pairs rather than S'-pairs, there being only a single pair of

each spin in a single j-shell. These conclusions from a range of different systems all suggest that

models based on single types of S and D pairs*'8 may not in fact include the degrees of freedom

appropriate for describing shape excitations in rotational nuclei

The validity of the boson SU(3) in the ground band levels reveals an SU(3) symmetry "latent" in

the shell model, although there is no SU(3) algebra in the shell model itself. This appearance of

symmetries realized with appropriately defined "collective modes", in this case bosons mapped from S

and D pairs, is a major motivation for this type of work. It also suggests that studies of rotational

motion restricted to shell model systems with an explicit SU(3) algebra**-20
 a r e unnecessarily limited.

The appearance of an SU(3) symmetry in the OAI microscopic calculation for a situation in which

SU(3) would have been expected phenomenologically adds support to the use of this approach.
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Finally we again stress that performing an exact calculation has enabled us to obtain unambiguous

results concerning the nature of the low-energy states. If instead we had simply performed an SD

subspace calculation (as in Refs. 3-5, 11-13), giving only the energy spectra in Fig. 1, we would not

have known whether the significant errors were due to the influence of small admixtures to the chosen

states (as for the ground band) or to the dominance of different degrees of freedom (as for the K = 2

band). Analysis such as this determines the validity of a renormalization approach.
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THE PARTICLE-HOLE INTERACTION AND HIGH-SPIN STATES NEAR A = 16

D.J. MILLENER

Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, N.Y. 11973

The energies of states for which simple weak-coupling wave functions are a good approxi-
mation are used to extract important diagonal particle-hole matrix elements betwen p—shell
and ad— shell single-particle orbits.

1. INTRODUCTION

Spectra of nuclei near the 16O closed shell are characterized by the appearance of multi-
particle, multi-hole states at low excitation energies. For a shell-model description of these
states, and non-normal parity states involving one excitation across the major shell gap, a
reliable effective interaction is required. An effective interaction in the form of a potential,
with strengths fitted to reproduce energy level data, can be quite successful in reproducing the
general features of nuclear level schemes when used with shell-model bases of sufficient size.
However, the use of a potential is restrictive in that it is sometimes impossible to reproduce,
with such a form, the relative magnitudes of important particle-hole matrix elements which
are empirically well determined by the data; errors, so defined, in the particle—hole matrix
elements can be greatly magnified in multi-particle, multi-hole configurations. Within the
major shells, the approach usually taken is to start with a G—matrix based on a realistic NN
interaction and fit well—determined linear combinations of particle-particle matrix elements
to energy level data. While this approach can also be used for the particle-hole interaction,
it turns out that many of the important diagonal matrix elements can be determined directly
from the energies of states which have particularly simple weak-coupling configurations. The
calculations are simple and have the benefit of providing considerable physical insight into the
structure of certains states and into the nature of the particle—hole interaction.

2. EXTRACTION OF MATRIX ELEMENTS

We assume that the states being used to determine particle-hole matrix elements have
the simple weak-coupling structure of m p—shell holes with spin Jp and isospin Tp coupled
to n sd—shell particles with spin Jad and isospin Ttd. The validity of this assumption is
easily checked in full-scale shell-model calculations. The experimental energies of the hole
and particle configurations are used so that the energy of the weak-coupling configuration
reduces to

E{ [p-mJpTh ® (sd)n J,dT,d] JT}

=ME (16 -m) + ME (16 + n)-ME (UO) - ME (A) + AEC + {Vph) ,
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a combination of mass excesses (including excitation energies), a Coulomb correction term
(EQ = cZ (Z — 1) /2 with c = 0.47 MeV) and the expectation value of the particle-hole inter-
action for the given weak-coupling configuration (equal to rnn times a specific combination
of particle-hole matrix elements). There are three cases of interest which yield particularly
simple combinations of particle-hole matrix elements,
(i) Proton holes and neutron particles. In this case only T = 1 particle-hole matrix elements

enter,
(ii) Tp = 0 or Ttd = 0. In this case the isospin average ( 1/4 T = 0 plus 3/4 T = 1) of the

particle-hole matrix elements enters, often for a specific pair of single-particle orbits,
(iii) Jp = 0 or Jtd — 0. In this case the spin average (2J + 1 weighting) of the particle-hole

matrix elements enters. Spin averages can also be obtained from the centroid energies of
particle-hole multiplets.
In the first case, which applies to maximum isospin configurations, weak—coupling is often

an excellent approximation. For example, the T = 1 p~j2d^/2 and P7/2fll/2 matrix elements can
be deduced from the energies of the low-lying quartet of states in 16 N (under the assumption
of pure configurations). These matrix elements can be used to predict the energies of many
states in the heavier Nitrogen isotopes and the Carbon isotopes for A > 14, if the 14C ground
state is well represented as two pj/2 holes. For example, the 3.55 MeV 4+ ;T = 1 level in 18O
has a rather pure d\,2 wave function. Coupling a pj/2 proton hole to this level gives rise to a
9/2~,7/2~ doublet in N, the separation of which is directly related to the splitting of the
2~,3~ doublet in 16N.

E (9/2") - E (7/2-) = I [E (3-) - E (2-)]

The MK interaction1, while it correctly reproduces the separation between the P7/2
al/2

p~hd5i2 centroids in 16N, inverts the order of the 2~ and 3~ levels and consequently does the
same for the 9/2~ and 7/2~ levels2. Interactions obtained by adjusting matrix elements to
fit the energies of the four 16N levels, either assumed to be pure or with mixing, produce2'3

improved spectra for 17N and 18N.

With the particle—hole matrix elements in hand, the energies of the low—lying Pi/2 —hole
states in 17N can be used to give an estimate of the energies of the basic two-neutron configura-
tions in 18O. This is possible because the lowest 4p3/i configurations lie above the simple 2plh
configurations in contrast to the situation in 18O where 4p2/i configurations are interleaved
with the 2p configurations. In Fig.l, the predominantly ad2 levels are shown on the right. The
correspondences between the 17N and 18O levels have been used to obtain the unperturbed
ad spectrum shown in the center; the d%,2 4+ and d5/2si/2 3+ states were assumed to have
negligible 4p2/i admixtures.

A further check is provided by the 16C spectrum with two pj/2 holes. The evolution of the
spectra from 18O, through 17N to 16C, shown in Fig.2, also provides information on d5y2 and

makeup of the 2p states since the Pj/2
ai/2 interaction is less repulsive than the

interaction.
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Figure 1: Spectrum of 1TN showing the parentage to sd2 configurations of 18O.
The particle—hole matrix elements have been used to extract the unperturbed
positions of the sd2 levels(center), which are compared with the energies of tLe
corresponding experimental levels of 18O(right). An asterisk marks the first
P3/2—hole state in 1TN

Similarly, the energies of the p,}2dsi2 3 and 4 states in 16N (or 16O) can be used to
estimate the energy of an l l /2~ state with T = 3/2 in 1TO. The predicted excitation energy is
20.19 MeV, in excellent agreement with that of a state at 20.14 MeV which is strongly excited in
inelastic electron scattering. The energy of the 9/2~ state of the same configuration, for which
there is a candidate at 20.7 MeV, involves in addition the 2" particle-hole matrix element.

The low-lying T = 0 negative parity states of 16O involve strong configuration mixing3 and
are also affected by the presence of ZpZh configurations which start between 12 and 13 MeV.
To get at the T — 0 particle-hole matrix elements, we look at high-spin states under the
case (ii) scenario above. For the p~hd5i2 interaction, we consider pj/2 holes coupled to dg,2
Jad = 5,T,d = 0 configurations. E.g., the energies of the 2plh 11/2" state at 7.76 MeV in 17O
and the 2p2h 6+ state at 14.82 MeV both involve the isospin averaged 3" particle-hole matrix
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Figure 2: Comparison of ad2 configurations with 0, 1 and 2 j>i/2 holes in 18O,
17N and 16C. The d\ ,2 4

+ energies are aligned. The other levels exhibit shifts,
determined mainly by their a1 ;2 content, relative to the 4+ levels.

element while the 9/2 state at 9.15 MeV and 5+ state at 16.33 MeV involve the 2~ and 3~
particle—hole matrix elements. The two nuclei give the same values for the isospin averaged 2~
and 3~ particle-hole matrix elements. Since we already have the T = 1 particle-hole matrix
elements, we can deduce the T = 0 matrix elements. Thus, for the p~j2d^/2 particle-hole
matrix elements we find (in MeV),

£ (2 - ;T = l )= : 1.654 £(3~;T = l ) = 1.952

E (2~; T = 0) = -0.862 E (3~; T = 0) = -4.784

These matrix elements are more attractive than those obtained from potentials1'4 which give
a reasonable fit to the data in full shell-model calculations. In part this is due to the neglect
of configuration mixing in our application of the weak-coupling model in its simplest form. A
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variant4 of the MK interaction1, which uses a multi-range parametrization of the two-body
potential reproduces the energies of the 16N quartet of levels quite accurately. However, the
potential models all give repulsivep^}2d5/2 2~\T = 0 matrix elements. This configuration has
only a 13% L = 2,5 = 0 content and cannot take advantage of the strong attraction in the
T = 0, S = 0 particle-hole channel. Nevertheless, an attractive 2"; T = 0 particle-hole matrix
element of the magnitude found in this study is necessary to reproduce the properties of many
low-spin particle-hole states in the 16O region.

Table 1: Excitation energies of weak-coupling configurations for A=15-17.

Nucleus Configuration

15N p~f2 0+;l ®d5

1/2 ' •'•j

P3/2P1/2 2 ' ! ®d5

P3I2P1I2 1 + ! * ®d5

Pi/21 + i° ®d5
p-^l+jO ®aj
p-3l/2-;l/2 ®<̂
p-35/2-;l/2 ®d2

/2 V2+

/2 1/2+
/2 9/2+

/2 7/2+

/2 7/2+

/2 1/2+
/25+;0 11/2-
,,5+;0 15/2-

T

3/2

3/2

3/2

3/2

1/2
1/2

1/2

1/2

(MeV)

12.55

11.86

19.99
23.48

7.23

7.98
13.24
20.66

•Eexpt

(MeV)

12.52

11.62

20.10

23.25

7.57

8.31
13.00
21.50

16o Pi/2
2i+;0 ®d5/2

5+;° 6 + ° 1 4-9 3 14-82

5+;0 5+ 0 16.45 16.33

5+;0 5+ 1 5.93 5.73

u,5+;0 7+ 1 14.30 14.10

16c pr^o+a

Pi/2

pr/2

Pl/2

P3/2

P372

4+

2 3+

;0 11/2-
;0 9/2-

;1 9/2-

;1 9/2"

;1 7/2-

;1 11/2-
;1 9/2-

;0 13/2-

2

2

1/2
1/2

1/2

3/2

3/2

3/2

3/2

1/2

4.17
4.56

7.71

9.10

5.29

14.71

14.27

20.19

20.38

16.46

4.14
4.09

7.76

9.16

5.22
14.76

14.23

20.14

20.70

15.78

Many high-spin states which involve p—shell core states coupled to a pair of d5/r2 particles
coupled to 5+;T = 0 or 4+;T = 1 have been identified in two-nucleon transfer reactions or
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(p, IT) reactions. The particle-hole matrix elements deduced in the manner described above
can be used to give very accurate estimates for the energies of these states. E.g., the energy
of the 2plh 13/2~ state at 15.78MeV in 1 70 involves the isospin averaged p~\d§i2 4~ matrix
element. A selection of examples for A=15-17 are given in Table 1.

Of course, care must be taken to check that weak-coupling is indeed a good approxi-
mation for the states under consideration. This is particularly true for states of less than
maximum spin for which the effective interaction may favor, for example, states with high
spatial symmetry, and must mix weak-coupling configurations to achieve the symmetry.

The particle—hole matrix elements obtained under the assumption of pure weak—coupling
together with the use of experimental binding energies for the m—hole or n—particle config-
urations will not be the particle-hole matrix elements to be used in a large basis shell-model
calculation. However, they provide a starting point for a more comprehensive fitting procee-
dure and may be used in their own right to estimate the energies of interesting configurations
under the assumptions used in their derivation.
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MAGNETIC MOMENT OF DOUBLY CLOSED SHELL +1 NUCLEON NUCLEUS "Scll^ =7/2"J

T. MINAMISONO, Y. NOJIRI, K. MATSUTA, K. TAKEYAMA, A. KITAGAWA, T. OHTSUBO,
A. OZAWA, AND M. IZUM1

Unijartment of Physics, Faculty of Science, Osaka University, Toyonaka,
Osaka 560, JAPAN

The nuclear man {net ic moment of ^Scll71 -1/2~ ,Ti/9=0.59sec) was
remeasured, and the precision of the value was improvea about 10 times
compared,with the previously known one. The value was determined to
be Tju('* Sc; I re =7/2~)!= (5".4305±0.0018) ran. Isosealur magnetic moment
of the A= 41 system as well as the isovector magnetic moment was dis-
cussed. Also the effective g-faetors of the;- nucieons in the nucleus
were obtained in connection with the mirror magnetic moments of A= 39.

!. (VrKODUTJON

From the isoscalar magnetic moments of the LS doubly closed shell ±1

nudeon nuclei around A= 16 and 40, large quenching of expectation values

oi" ypin'"^' that, provided best evidence for the tensor correlation was

disclosed. Also the enhancement of the isovector orbital g^-factor-

disclosed the role of meson exchange currents.

Regarding the magnetic moments of the mass number A= 41 pair, how-

ever, the previous vaiue^) of ^Isc |//|= (5.43+0.02) nm, was less precise

than that of 41oa(7/2~"). That poor precision prevented us from extracting

detailed physical quantities to be discussed. In the systematic analyses,

for uur information, of those magnetic moments of LS doubly closed 3helL+1

nucleon nuclei at A= 16 and 40, they^i3) have neglected the ex-perimental

error for the magnetic moment of 41sC( and they derived a conclusion that

the agreement between the experiment and the theory strongly supports the

existence of the tensor correlation also in this A= 41 system, as stated

above. When the error of the data considered properly, however, the

agreement between the; theory and the experimental data they gave then was

not conclusive for this A= 41 system as seen in the old value shown in

Table 1 and 2. Therefore, it has been urgent to give the more precise

moment value for decisive conclusion on those subjects.

2. EXPERIMENTAL FTOCEDURE

Because of the experimental technique applicable for the measurement

of the magnetic moments of the short-lived /3 emitting nuclei being

developed and improved very much, the magnetic moments of the LS doubly

cl'jsed shell ± 1 nucleon nuclei around the mass number A= 16 and 40 have

teen determined precisely. In the present experimental studies, the magnet-

!•• moment of 41yc WaM determined with better precision by means of the

asymmetric /J-ray distribution and NMR detection. The difficulty to evaluate
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the crystalline internal fields, that we mot w: th in the previous works,

in the catcher in which the polarized ^'Sc were held with the [»>lari :'.al inn

maintained was solved by selecting an ionic crystal, CaO, for the preseni

catcher. In the previous measurement^', a metallic Pt catcher was used for

which Knight shift was not well studied Lhen. The majority of the implanted

nuclei in the crystal was located in the substitutional sites of Ca atoms,

and the spin-lattice-relaxation time of ''̂ Sc was longer than a few sec. As

shown in Table 3, the magnetic moment was determined to be | >u ( Sc:I n -

I/IT) | = (5.4305±0.0018) run.

3. DISCUSSION

The deviation of the experimental isoscalar magnet- \v moment value from

the single particle value for the system was shown to be -(1.13±0.05) % of

the single particle value, that was improved from the previous

value, -(1.0±0.5) %. From the new isoscalar magnetic moment, the

expectation value of spin was extracted with better precision as shown in

Table 2. In terms of the spin matrix element, the deviation of the

experimental one from the theoretical single particle value was

-(11.64 ± 0.48) % of the single particle value, while the configuration

mixing correction was -27.57 %. This large correction that was more than

twice of the experimental deviation may suggest that a large correction due

to the meson and other causes than the configuration mixing is necessary.

This correction may be included into the effective g-factors of the

nudeons in the nucleus. Such a kind of treatment was done by adopting the

nuclear matrices with the configuration mixing correction^>^' given

theoretically for A= 41 and A= 39 pairs in the analyses of the isoscalar

and isovector magnetic moments. As a result, for proton the deviations of

the H-factor d Hi - O.lOf). and (Jgg = (0.91 ± 0.014) were obtained.

For neutron (5 ̂ \ - -0.107, and <5gs = -(0.71 ± 0.0014) were obtained.

These d g j 's were about 40 % smaller than those given previously

(.\v Vamazaki et. aJ.y). c?tfi<p)/ Sg[(n)= 0.931, and fies(p)/ S gs(n) =

-(1.26 ±0.04) were obtained. Considering that the theoretical ratiof>),

dgjlp)/ iJgrlnl is -1.5 for the free deconfined nucleon system inside

the nucleus, while that from the mesonic contribution only reduces to -I, a

slight deconfinement of the nucleons inside the nucleus may be indicated in

the A= 40 region.
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T a b l e 1 . M a g n e t i c m o m e n t s o f t h e LS d o u b l y c l o s e d s h o l I ± 1 n u t : Let >n n u c l e i .

^ I* U: IX m 6 liitf" d M ^ I U i ^ ' u W M i ' " 4 , M-: "
n n i ran n m _ % _ %_ %

!9 : i 9 K 3 / 2 + + 0 . 1 2 4 3 5 + 0 . 3 9 1 5 0 6 3 ( 2 ) | a |
3 9 C a 3 / 2 + + 1 . 1 4 7 8 9 ( + 1 1 . 0 2 1 6 ( 2 ) I b j

2fI0) : + l . 2 7 2 2 1 + 1 . 4 1 3 1 ( 2 ) + 0 . 0 7 0 5 ( 1 ) + 1 1 . 0 9 ( 2 ) + 1 2 . 1 9 - ! . : s H ( 2 )

4 1 4 1 C a 7 / 2 " - 1 . 9 1 3 1 5 - 1 . 5 9 4 7 8 0 ( 9 ) [ c j
4 1 S c 7 / 2 " + 5 . 7 9 2 7 1 ( + ) 5 . 4 3 0 5 ( IB ) | d |

2 , u ! 0 ) : + 3 . H 7 9 5 9 + 3 . 8 3 5 7 ( 1 7 ) - 0 . 0 2 2 1 ( 9 ) - 1 . 1 3 ( 5 ) - 2 . 7 0 + 1 . 5 6 ( 5 )

4 1 S c O l d v a l u u ( + } 5 . 4 3 ( 2 i | e |

2fI0) : + 3 . 8 4 ( 2 ) - 0 . 0 2 ( 1 ) - 1 . 0 4 ( 5 0 ) - 2 . 7 0 + 1 . 7 ( 5 )

la| Z. Nat. 29A (1974) 1754: ibid. 29A (1974) 1763.
Ibj Phys. Letters 61B (1976) 155. (o| Phys. Rev. Letters 9 (1962) 160.
[dj Present result. |e] J. Phys. Soc. Japan 34 Suppl. (j.973) 158.

xp
defined by

* •"cm / MS i-s the cunfitfurat.Lori mixing correction to the- isoscalar
magnetic moment divided by M^^ given by Ichi i et a i . .

** A /

<5 M 4xp= ' f1 exp ~ M k i ' where isoscal.ar magnetic moment is

+ u (Tz=-l/2))/2.

Table 2. Spin expectation values of the IS doubl> closed shel l + 1
n u c l e i .

J7C < S . . e x p * « y < S z > # * <S Z > C | #* /<S Z > S

_ nm % %

39 39K 3/2 +

3 9Ca 3 /2 +

-0.1143(3) - 6 1 . 9 ( 1 ) -69 .68

41 41Ca 7/2~
41Sc- 7/2-

+0.4418(24) -11.6(5) -27.57
41Sc 7/2"

Old value +0.450(26) -11.0(50)

# <SZ>=
p n

<y<sz>= f'sz>exp - <sz>s}/<sz>s.
Theoretical values given by. Ichii e t ai . ; Nucl . Phvs. A464( 1987 )',lu •
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Table 3. NMR of '^Sc implanted in CaO crystal

H0 (NMR f req . of 1 2B(1+)*)
implanted in Pt in kHz

R]' c e n t e r frequency in kHz
modulation range in kHz
RF amplitude U\ in Oe

at the 'enter of the ro
a t the s t a r t and end

aweop i inn- in msec

Magnetic momenI.(l.m-orrected): | yt/d7^ 7/2 ") | = (f>. 121H± 0.0012) nm
••lafinetic Monifnt v»iih Diamagnetic: correct.ion

<r(So3+)= (l.f> ± 0.1) 10~3: | >i{\n- 7 / 2 " ) | = (f>. 4305+0.0018) nm.

= i ( ( l 2 B , 1+)- +( 1.00272± 0.00011) nm, where
/ i (pro ton in HoC)= +2.792847 nm ( CODATA B u l l e t i n 63, 1986) was used as

the s tandard .

3
5

odulatiun

,824 .33+.65
,908,10± .48
± (19 .2±0.1)

43.0
3.4
1.0
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THE "NEW" MAGIC NUCLEUS a^Zr
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iInstitut fur Kernphysik, KFA Julich, D-5170 Julich
2Sektion Physik, Universitat Munchen, D-8046 Garching
sphysik-Department, Technische Universitat Munchen, D-8046
Garching

Abstract: Inelastic deuteron scattering and RPA studies show
that the lowest states of doubly closed subshell 96Zr are particle-
hole excitations, the first 2+ state being a neutron excitation of
3si/2 2d5/2-i type. The octupole collectivity is enhanced by a
factor of about two with respect to 9°Zr due mainly to the
contribution of lhi l/2 2d5/2~i neutron excitations, suggesting an
unusually high B(E3) value.

The 96Zr nucleus is expected to be magic due to the subshell
closures at Z=40 and N=56. Recent gamma-spectroscopic studies
involving in-beam techniques and beta decay certainly revealed1i2 a
remarkably simple level pattern consisting of the 1750 keV 2+
2439 keV 3+ doublet, a few levels decaying to the 3" octupole state
by strong El or E2 transitions, and a band built on the shape
isomeric first excited 0+ state. While quadrupole vibrational
collectivity is restricted to this latter intruder band the
octupole mode is expected to be strong, according to systematics
and an earlier lifetime result for the 3" state3. Since low-lying
particle-hole excitations, and a strong octupole mode in particu-
lar, are typical for magic nuclei like 2ospb it is important to
test to what extent 96Zr resembles the well known magic nuclei. The
present paper contains preliminary results of an extended (d,d')
scattering study of 9eZr, and of RPA calculations for the lowest
particle-hole excitations.

The (d,d') reaction was chosen as a probe because of its
isoscalar nature and its capability of enhancing multistep proce-
sses. The 22 MeV experiments were performed at the Munich Tandem,
using the Q3D spectrograph and a light ion focal plane detector
with periodic cathode readout*. The self-supporting metallic tar-
get, enriched to 85.25 percent in 96Zr, had a thickness of 0.247 mg
cm-2 which limited the energy resolution to about 6 to 8 keV FWHM.
Comparative studies have been started at the substantially higher
beam energy of 52 MeV at the cyclotron Julie, using the Big Karl
spectrograph5 and the same target material, rolled to a 0.465 mg
enr ̂  thickness. At 52 MeV an exceptionally clean spectrum was
obtained at 12° scattering angle with a new, evaporated oxide
target having 95.6 percent enrichment and 0.265 mg cm-2 thickness,
which gave an energy resolution of 12 keV FWHM. For the thick
target the resolution was about 15 keV at this beam energy.

Typical inelastically scattered deuteron spectra, obtained at
two different bombarding energies, are compared in fig. 1. The 52
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MeV spectrum, measured with the highly enriched target, especially
well demonstrates that the excitation strength is concentrated on a
few states. This is similar to the case of magic zoapb where only a
few collective particle-hole states have been observed in (d,d')
scattering on lead isotopes in the classical work of Ungrin et
al.6- On the other hand, states assigned previously1.2 to the
quadrupole intruder band on the basis of their excitation and decay
properties are weak in accordance with their suggested multipar-
ticle nature. The unnatural parity 2439 keV 3+ state is also weak,
as expected. It is noteworthy that up to 3.3 MeV all previously
observed states? could be identified except, perhaps, the 2926 keV
0+ level.

-1 r
900 1000 1100 1200 1300

CHANNEL NUMBER

1000 1500 2000

CHANNEL NUMBER
2500

Fig. 1. Sample deuteron spectra from the 36Zr(d,d') reactions at
22 MeV and 52 MeV. Note that the target enrichment is
higher for the 52 MeV spectrum (upper part).

Since inelastic scattering mainly excites particle-hole states
it has been of special interest to compare the observed excitation
spectrum with RPA calculations. These were performed with the
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Julich RPA codea, using Hartree-Fock single particle states
calculated with the Skyrmelll force and the Landau-Migdal particle-
hole interaction. The parameters of the latter were adjusted to fit
the compression modulus and the symmetry energy of nuclear matter
and the empirical phonon energies of easr, " Z r and 96Zr. The
experimental and theoretical level schemes are compared in fig. 2
where strong excitation in the (d.d1) reaction and enhanced gamma
decay*. 2, 9. 10 are indicated with heavy lines for the levels and
transitions, respectively. The particle-hole configurations given
in the RPA level spectrum (shown in the right of fig. 2) strongly
dominate the states. It is remarkable that the RPA essentially
accounts for all observed states (the multiparticle band is not
considered here) except that the 2+ strength is more fragmented
than predicted.

The configurations suggested by the theory have been tested by
analysing the (d.d1) differential cross section angular distribu-
tions. The DWBA code DWUCK4 has been modified to allow for
microscopic formfactors, calculated with RPA wavefunctions and a G-
matrix describing the projectile-target interaction. A G-matrix
constructedi i for 50 MeV deuteron energy has been used throughout.
In these first test calculations the deuteron was considered
pointlike which affects mainly the magnitude of the cross section.
The distorted waves were calculated with the optical potential
parameter set DCV-L of ref. 12). Angular distribution fits with a
collective formfactor have shown that the surface absorption well
depth and diffuseness have to be increased with respect to the
global values for 22 MeV. In the collective model analysis the
deformation parameters for the real and imaginary parts of the
formfactor were taken to be equal as in most cases.

EXP RPA

Fig. 2. Partial level scheme of 96Zr compared with the RPA level
scheme. Known multiparticle excitations are not shown in
the experimental part (left side).
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The angular distributions for the 1750 keV first 2+ state are
compared with microscopic and collective model calculations in the
left of fig. 3. The strong forward peaking of the cross section is
well reproduced with the microscopic formfactor while the colle-
ctive model fails to do so. Hence, this state is rather a particle-
hole excitation of the type v3si/22d5/2"i , as suggested by the RPA
(fig. 2), than a collective vibrational state, in accord with the
small value of the quadrupole deformation parameter.

Similar data for the 1897 keV 3- state are presented in the
right of fig. 3. Even though the envelope of the angular distribu-
tion is not reproduced so well as in the 2+ case the enhancement of
the cross section over the 9°Zr value is accounted for by the
microscopic calculation. The 03 value of 0.20, when compared with
the value of about 0.14 deduced in the same experiment for the 2748
keV 3- state of 9°Zr is equivalent with the enhancement of the
excitation strength by a factor of about two in favour of 96Zr. The
B(E3) rate of 24.3+1.1 singe particle (Weisskopf) units determined
for 9°Zr from (e.e1) scattering*3, when scaled with this factor,
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Fig. 3. Differential cross sections for the 1750 keV first 2+
(left) and for the 1897 keV first 3- (right) states of
96Zr, compared with DWBA calculations using collective
and microscopic (RPA) formfactors.
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yields nearly 50 W.u. for 9 6Zr (i. e. about ten percent of the
energy-weighted sum rule) if the ratio of neutron and proton
moments is assumed to be N/Z for both nuclei. This result agrees
well with the value of 39-15+49 W.u. determined from the lifetimes
but a more precise electromagnetic value would be desirable to make
a meaningful comparison. The enhancement of the octupole strength
is mainly due to the contribution of the neutron particle-hole
excitation of lhii/z 2ds/2"1 type, according to the RPA calculation.
The microscopic formfactors, when calculated separately for protons
and neutrons, clearly show the increasing importance of the
neutrons when going from 90Zr to 96Zr.

In summary, study of 96Zr excitations with (d,d') scattering
and the RPA demonstrates the similarity between this doubly closed
subshell nucleus and the well known doubly magic nuclei, in that
the lowest energy excitations are of particle-hole type and the
octupole mode is greatly enhanced over the quadrupole mode at low
energies.

We wish to thank K. Nakayama for providing us with a G-matrix
and J. Wambach for fruitful discussions. The help of Dr. P.
Gnazzoni in the data taking is also appreciated.
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The boson mapping developed by Bonatsos, Klein and Li is applied to a single j-shell
and the resulting energy levels and E2 transitions are shown for a pairing plus quadrupole-
quadrupole Hamiltonian. The results are compared to the exact shell model calculation, as well
as to these obtained through use of the Otsuka-Arima—lachello mapping and the Zirnbauer-
Brink mapping. In all cases good results are obtained for the spherical and near-vibrational
cases.

1. Introduction

Boson mappings are an essential step in establishing a connection between the successful

phenomenological interacting boson model l i2 and the shell model. In this paper we check the

accuracy of the approximate boson mapping proposed by Bonatsos, Klein and Li (BKL) 3.

This mapping is based on the condition that the boson operators satisfy the same commutation

relations as their fermionic archetypes. We apply the BKL mapping to the simplest case, the

single j-shell. The results of the application of the BKL mapping are compared with the exact

fermionic case, as well as with the results of some other mappings, such as the lowest order

mapping of Otsuka, Arima and lachello (OAI) 4 (which maps states first instead oi* mapping

operators as the BKL does), and the modified Dyson mapping of Zirnbauer and Brink s~6.

To check how good these boson mappings are, energy levels and E2 transition rates

between some of the low-lying states are considered in detail.

2. Energy levels

We write a pairing plus quadrupole-quadrupole Hamiltonian as

H = -XA\A0 - 5(1 - x)B2 • B2, (1)

where x can vary from 1 (spherical limit) to 0 (deformed limit).
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Here,

- K
V

is the pair-operator for fermions and

(3)

is the boson image of the pair operator. In the above

r = 1 ^ ( 4 )

na stands for the number of s-bosons, n,, for the number of non-s-bosons and fi is the degen-

eracy of the level, i.e., 2fi = 2j + 1.

The fermionic quadrupole operator is given in 3 by

iy-m'aiam. (5)

and the second order bosonic quadrupole term by

S E

L=0,2,4

where <£(n0), 4'[nv), g(nv), ^30, fe and <634 are explicitly written in 3 and

This Hainiltonian is diagonalized in the exact shell model case, in the zeroth order ap-

proximation of OAI case 4 , in the Zirnbauer-Brink (ZB) modified Dyson method 5 '6 and in

the BKL method 3 where first only s- and d-bosons are considered and afterwards when g-

bosons are included as well. All three-body terms coming from the last two terms of eq.(6)

are neglected. Eventually, we have found out that the two-body terms coming from them do
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not contribute very much. In getting the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian (1), we have

evaluated exactly the coefficients coming from the seniority dependent term, which carries

the Pauli principle. This implies that the Hamiltonian is different from the usual interacting

boson model (IBM) 1<2 Hamiltonian. To calculate our Hamiltonian, we use the so called OAIT
8 method. Although the ZB method is not a seniority dependent mapping, its results are also

plotted in order that one can make a comparison among some of the existing methods. No

imaginary eigenenergies have appeared in this calculation.
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Spectra of j = 23/2, 3 bosons (G particles) and x = 0.9 for a) shell model, b) s-d BKL

(solid line) and SFM (dotted line), for which formula (3.11) from ref 37) was used, c) s-d-g

BKL, d) OAI and e) ZB methods. Every binding energy is pushed up by ^\f^-. The spins

are calculated up to 6. Unit is arbitrarj'.
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The BKL method generates exact results for the pairing Hamiltonian. It also gives very

good results for one-body operators. For two-body interactions, this method is not exact

for more than one boson state but it docs improve with the introduction of higher angular

momentum bosons. Looking at the energy level diagrams in the figure, one can see that the

BKL mapping really gives accurate results. It is also interesting to notice that the inclusion

of g-bosons improves our first results.

A few remarks are now appropriate:

1) Overbinding was also found in the sj: 'jctrum of the mapped OAI quadrupole-quadrupole

Hamiltonian used by Faessier and Morrison 9 and criticized by Halse 10, when the boson

Hamiltonian was constructed by repeated application of the boson image of the quadrupole

operator. This problem was avoided in the zeroth order of OAI.

2) Referring to the Suzuki-Fuyuki-Matsuyanagi(SFM) mapping 7, one can notice that

although they found the same mapped bosonic pair and multipole operators as the ones found

in the BKL, their bosonic Hamiltonian was obtained by directly making the mapping of their

fermionic Hamiltonian and not via the repeated use of the bosonic operators, in accord with

the spirit of the modified Marumori method developed by Lie and Holzworth n . However,

they neglected the term which would be responsible for increasing the binding energy (and

that could possibly also slightly change the energies of consecutive levels). To see the difference

between their results and BKL's , SFM energy levels are also plotted in the figure. Notice

that the ground states were adjusted to the s-d BKL 0+ states. It seems that calculating the

Hamiltonian the way Suzuki, Fuyuki and Matsuyanagi did, improves the result.

3. E2 transition rates

We calculate E2 transition rates between some of the low-lying states which are obtained

by diagonalizing the corresponding Hamiltonian, when x = 0.9. The operator used is y/bB2,

which is given by equation (5) for the exact case and by (6) for the s-d BKL, s-d-g BKL and

for the OAIT, where g-bosons are only included in the second mapping. To calculate OAI E2

transition rates, the operator used was the zeroth order image of the fermionic quadrupole

operator. The transitions from 0%, 2% and 4^ to 2f are roughly equal to the one from 2+ to

the ground state. This is in sharp contrast with the transition from 4j" to 2+, what shows us

that the states 0 J, 2 j and 4̂ " have a two-phonon nature. We can observe that all the results

found are reasonably good. Using the s-d-g BKL, we calculate E2 transition rates between

the first 4+ state and some other states. In the two cases considered, the results are good as

well.
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TABLE
E2 transition rates between some of the low-lying states for the exact case and for some

mappings discussed in this work, for the pairing plus quadrupole-quadrupole Hamiltonian,

when x = 0.9. The quadrupole operator used in each case is mentioned in the text.

B(E2)

2+-0+

2J - 2 +

0+-2+

tf-2+
4+ - 2+

2+ - 4+

exact case

0.43

0.57

0.45

0.11

0.5G

0.02

s-d BKL

0.44

0.57

0.62

—

0.G4

—

s-d-g BKL

0.44

0.49

0.69

0.14

0.53

0.04

OAI

0.43

0.52

0.54

—

0.58

—

OAIT

0.43

0.57

0.61

—

0.63

—

In conclusion, we remark that seniority mappings are a very useful tool in justifying

the IBM near the spherical limit but, as expected, they do not produce good results for

the rotational case because of the breakdown of the seniority expansion. This conclusion

holds for all the mappings considered here.
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HIGH SPIN BAND STRUCTURES IN ^ LU

C.R. PRAHARAJ and A.K. RATH
Institute of Physics, Bhubaneswar-751005, India.

\Q5
Abstract: All the known bands of Lu are extended to very high spins by angular

momentum projection from deformed Hartree-Fock intrinsic configurations.
Multiple crossings of bands are studied. The experimentally observed signature
splitting of K = 1/2* band is seen to be due to rotation alignment of g7/2
protons. E2 and Ml matrix elements are calculated. Two isomeric configurations
with K = 21/2"and 27/2 are found at low excitation energies.

1. Introduction

In 5Lu many bands have been experimentally established and the electroma-
gnetic properties of some of them have been studied1'2. Theoretical interpretation in
terms of Cranked Shell Model have been given for some of these bands ' ' z . In parti-
cular the 1/2+ bands in Lu (as well as Ho and Tin) nuclei have several interesting
features. These bands split into two branches (C<= +1/2, I = 1/2, 5/2, 9/2 .... and
<<= -1/2, I = 3/2, 7/2, 11/2 ....) with the ©6= -1/2 branch being energetically favoured.
No mechanism for this signature splitting of the 1/2+ bands is so far known in the
literature.

Here we present deformed Hartree-Fock and angular momentum projection calcu-
lations for the band structure of 16SLu to high spins. For each band we see several
crossings corresponding to the rotation-alignment of H3/2 neutron and hi 1/2 proton
quasiparticle configurations. E2 and Ml transition matrix elements among states of
these bands are calculated and the bands are extended to higher spins than studied
previously. The signature splitting of the l /2+ band is studied and is found to be related
to the rotation-alignment of g7/2 protons and to the nucleon-nucleon interaction
energies.

In Section 2 the intrinsic configurations obtained by deformed Hartree-Fock
calculation are given. Formalism for angular momentum projection are given in
Section 3. Energy spectra, rotation-alignments and electromagnetic transition matrix
elements are given in Section 4. In Section 5 some of the E2 and Ml transition matrix
elements are given. Section 6 contains the concluding remarks.

2a. Deformed Hartree-Fock intrinsic configurations
132

With a Sn core, deformed Hartree-Fock calculation is done for twentyone
active protons and twelve active neutrons using surface-delta interaction $M with the
force strengths F^=Fpn=Fnn = .3 MeV. The spherical single particle energies for protons
and neutrons are those of Nilsson et a l b . The 3sl/2, 2d3/2, 2d5/2, lg7/2, lhll/2
proton single particle energies are 3.654, 3.288, .731, 0.0, 1.705 MeV and neutron single
particles 3pl/2, 3p3/2, 2f5/2, 2f7/2, lh9/2, 1H3/2 have energies 4.462, 2.974, 3.432,
0.0, .686, 1.487 MeV respectively. Axial symmetry is assumed in the Hartree-Fock
calculation. We restrict ourselves to the prolate HF solution (as it is found to be
energetically lower than the oblate one) and particle-hole excitations on it. The HF
orbits are given in Fig.l. The HF gives a K = 7/2+ configuration with the odd proton
in -n. = 7/2+ orbit.

The excited configurations such as K = 5/2 , 9/2 , l/2+ and 1/2 can be obtained
by particle hole excitations on the HF state. Based on each of the above intrinsic
states one can have rotation-aligned (RAL) configurations involving arrangement of
protons and neutrons in hi 1/2 and H3/2 orbits. The various configurations are given in
Tables la, lb and 2.
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165Fig.l. HF orbits for 1 6 5 Lu. Crosses indicate
occupied orbits. Neutron | + n.> orbits are
two fold degenerate.

2b. Possible large K isomeric
configurations

_ Large It orbits (such as (7/2 ,
9/2" , 5/2+) are present near the
proton fermi surface and we can
form large K isomeric configurations
by occupying these orbits. It is well
known ^a that such configurations
produce long lived isomeric states
in Hafnium and other neighbouring
nuclei. We consider two such isome-
ric configuration K * = 21/2" with
three protons in 5/2+ , 7/2+, 9/2"
orbits (index Fp in Table la) and
K\= 27/2+_with protons in 7/2+,
9/2 11/2 orbits (index Gp in
Table la).

3. Angular Momentum Projection

Each deformed configuration
I C ^ K V 1 Table 2 is a superposition
of angular momentum eigenstates
giving rise to a rotational band.
States of good angular momenta
are projected out using angular
momentum projection opera-
tor7"10/13. With the projected states
we calculate the matrix elements
of the Hamiltonian

H

,... f i)

M
2 t + i

K K
.... (2)

At high spins we are interested in the angular momenta carried by rotation-aligned
neutrons and protons in large j orbits and hence write the angular momentum operator

.... (3)J - J co\re
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Table la

In t r ins ic s ta tes for protons. I Op^represents the lowest Kp= 0 configuration with
twenty protons in the HF orbi ts of F i g . l . Indices Aj>' , B p ' , . . . denote the
proton RAL configurations based on the Ap , BP •;• proton configurations respect ively.
Fp and Gp are large K isomeric configurations.

Index

A
P

BnP
C
nr

D
n
H

nK
n

n

B'

cP/

D'
P

Intrinsic
A n ) with

1/"

Kp

7/2+

1/2*

5/2*

9/2""

1/2"

21/2"

27/2*

9/2 +

3/2+

7/2*

11/2"

states
twelve

configurations.

A
n

3n
Cn
D
n

K

°
Q +

21"

3+

Proton excitations on I Op V
r /

Holes Particles

7/2+

-l/2+ ±7/2+

5/2+

9/2"

l/2+ -1/19/2

+l/2+ 1/1 9/2 5/2+

+l/2+ 7/2+9/2~ll/2"

7/2" 1/2 9/2

1/2-1/1 ±l/2 9/2~

l/l' 5/2*9/2"

5/2"-7/2" 9/2~+7/2+

Table lb ^
for neutrons. 1 0o>represents the lowest K n = 0

Number of
quasiparticles

1
1
1

1

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

configuration (Index
neutrons in the HF orbits. Bo, C n and D o represent the neutron RAL

Neutron excitations on i 0 ^
1 n '

Holes Particles

1/2* 3/2+

t5/2~l/2"1" 3/2+-5/2 7/2

3/2~-5/2~l/2+ 3/2 + -5/2+7/2+

Number of
quasiparticle

0

2

4

6

- ts«u i s t ne angular momentum operator of the rotation-aligned nucleons and Jcore is
the collective angular momentum operator of the res£ of the gjotons and neutrons.
The numerical values of the maximum projections of ]^/\\_ and Jcore are denoted by
Il?AL and I core. RAL denotes the rotation-aligned il3/2 neutrons, hi 1/2 protons and
g7/2 protons.

Matrix elements of E2, Ml, JRAL and } C Q r t are evaluated using the equation :

• 1
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with the appropriate tensor operator for T . Articles of Brink"7, Gunye and Warke8,
Ripka9 and our works [0''s can be seen for details.

4a. Results of Angular momentum projection

We have studied by angular momentum projection both the o(= +1/2 and oU -1/2
branches of the five bands seen experimentally * and some additional bands. The energy
spectra of the bands 1AP An> (K=7/2+), j BP An> (K=l/2+), ! C P An>(K=5/2+) and
IDp An> (K=9/2 ) are compared with experiment in figures 2,3,4 and 5. The level+
spacings in the bands are well reproduced. In case of the K = 7/2+ , 5/2* and 1/2
bands we predict the energy spectra upto 55/2, spin much higher than known experi-
mentally. Excitation energies of these bands with respect to the K = 7/2+ ground band
are given in Table 2. Experimentally* the relative excitation energies of the 7/2+ and
l / 2 + bands are not known and there is an ambiguity as to whether the ground state of
l&5Lu belongs to K = 7/2+ or K= l /2+ . In our calculation we find that the ground band
is K = 7/2+ and K = 1/2+ band occurs at an excitation energy of .34 MeV. The relative
excitation energies of all the bands are known in our calculation and are given in
Table 2. The l /2+ state of the oC = +1/2 signature in the 1/2+ band is not observed
experimentally. In our calculation 3 /2 + and 1/2+ states of the 1/2 ••band are found to be
nearly degenerate (separated by .0155 MeV). This near degeneracy could explain why the
l /2 + s t a t e has not been seen in gamma decay studies1.

4b. Band Crossings

The first band crossings in the bands of l 6 5 Lu are
5* due to rotation alignment6 of two unpaired il3/2 neutrons

2 (Bn in Table lb). In many rare-earth nuclei the second
53, band crossing is due to the rotation alignment of hi 1/2

protons 14'15 . However in 1 6 5 Lu the low sx. hi 1/2
^\ proton orbits are well below the fermi surface and the

i9, second crossing is not caused by hi 1/2 proton alignment.
2 We find the second crossing is due to the alignment of

i7,2 a second pair of il3/2 neutrons (C n in Table lb). This is
45 true for the second crossings in the bands u,v,w,x in
'i Table 2. In Table 2 ve list the protons in hi 1/2 and

4 '2 neutrons in i 13/2 orbits for the RAL configurations.
ty2 Experimentally, the second crossing has been seen in the

39,2 9 / 2 " band2 . The rotation-alignment
3} 3 \ of two protons in hi 1/2 orbits

3b, 3v causes the third band crossing in the
31 29/2 K = 7 /2 + band (Fig.6) at 67/2h. The_

31'2 g
 2\ crossings in the K = 7 /2 + and 9/2~

27
 2% 25/2 bands are shown in Figures 6 and

25, fi 7. Similar crossings occur for the
i\ 2 ,g

 21/2 1/2+ and 5/2+ bands. The systematics
)g

 zl/2 ~ fl
 i7 of the calculated band crossings for

^ )} 15, ^ all the bands except the K = l/2~
' ^ 13, , 7 )3/-, band are given in Table 3.
11 , '*) 1 1 , L

QL \ '2 7, \ The lack of l o w / I h i 1/2 proton
orbits near the fermi surface hinders

THEORY EXPERIMENT rotat ion-al ignment of protons. In
figure 6 the (A'pB^> band having two

F i g . 2 . Energy l e v e l s of 7 / 2 + h ri ' ^ 1 113/2 neutrons and two h i 1/2 protons

bands. This is also true for the
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55/

51'/a

47/.,.

7 / 2

2 l /2

l7/2

THEORY

F i g . 3 . Same as F i g . 2 f o r 1/2 band

other hands (see figure 7 for the 9/2 band). The third
crossing near 67/2n in the 7/2+band is due to rotation-
alignment of a pair of hi 1/2 protons added to that of
four H3/2 neutrons (Fig..6).

4 c Rotation-alignments and Signature splitting

From figures 6 and 7 we can construct the lowest
energy angular momentum states for the K = 7 /2 + and
9/2* band-heads as successions of RAL configurations.
For example, for the<iC= -1/2 branch in 7/2 band-head
one can continue with the K = 7/2+band till I = 19/2n.
From 23/2h till 55/2h we have the RAL K = 9/2+

configuration (iAPBn>in Table 2).

Between 59/2h and 67/2h we have the K = 11/2 +

configuration (index | A p C n > with four RAL il3/2
__ 27 neutrons). At 67/2fi we see the

'z 25/2 onset of a third crossing caused
by the K = 13/2 + configuration

2l/z (index | A ' p Cn>) of seven quasi-
| 7 particle nature. The angular

/ z momenta carried by i l3/2 neutrons
l3/2 are plotted for the lowest energy
9/ angular momentum states in Figu-
5/2 res 8 and 9. We see a gradual

3/2 increase in alignment within one
EXPERIMENT band and a sudden jump at the

crossing between two bands. For
1/2+ band the angular momentum

23/2

19/2

l 5 /2

11/2
7/2

8 r

7 -

0

4l/2

" / Z

carried by il3/2 neutrons (Figure 9b) shows a signa-
ture dependent staggering till the first crossing.

The angular momenta of il3/2 neutrons, hi 1/2
protons for 7 / 2 + and 5/2 + bands show no signature
dependence f a trend that is also seen in the energy
spectra in figures 2 and 4. Experimentally also these
bands do not show any signature dependence?- By con-
trast the l / 2 + band is known experimentally to show
signature splitting with«<= -1/2 branch favoured in
energy ' and so far no explanation of this phenomenon
has been given. We pin point this signature splitting
as due to different rotation alignment properties
of the two signature branches. In particular the
rotation-alignment of g7/2 protons is seen to be
responsible for this signature dependence. Unlike bands

' built on unique parity high
| 2 9 / j j orbits this band has a

2 proton in a low £L orbit
(25/j) w j t n sizable mixing of

**z 3sI/2, 2d3/2, 2d5/2
2l/2 and lg7/2 states, d3/2 and

l3'2 l7 g7/2 being dominant. The
' z HF wave function for this

v,

orbit is
I l/2+>= .39 I S. .66

.42 |d

Fig. 4.

THEORY

Same as Fig. 2 for 5/2+ band

EXPERIMENT
5 / 2 >

- .48 g7 / 2 ,
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Table 2

Proton and neutron i n t r i n s i c s t r u c t u r e s ( ind ices from Tables la and l b ) f o r K c o n f i -
fe5 bgurations in lfe5 Lu. u,v,w,x,y represent the primary bands based on which the RAL

configurations are built. The RAL nucleons for each of them are listed, x'and y'
refer to the band-head energies of l/2 + and 7/2 bands respectively.* Theoretical
band-head energies are by angular-momentum projection.

K

(u)

(v)

(w)

(x)

(y)

* R

VI
9/2+

11/2"

.11/2*

13/2"

15/2"

1/2"

3/2"

5/2"

5/2+

7/2"

5/2"

7/2"

9/2+

9/2"

11/2*

9/2"

11/2"

13/2"

13/2"

15/2"

1/2"

eference

Proton and •Neutron
Structure

IA A >1 p x\*

lAp Bn">

l A p B n >
A p C n >

l A p / C n >

l A p ° n >
Bp An>

B p B n >
BP Bn>

l B p C n >

1 Bp" C n >

1 Cp A n>
1 C B \
l p n/
1Cp B n>

l C
P

C " >

l C p C n >

l ° p A n >
l D p B n >

1 D p B n >
I D C >1 p n /
1 D / C ">
1 p n '

I S A n>
1

No. of Particles in
RAL configurations

(il3/2»r
9 0

A 0

( i l 3 / 2 V y (hll/2rrr
(U3/2V)4 (h9/2-*)2 (h

( i l3 /2v) 2

( i l3 /2v)^

(113/2V)4 (h l l /2n) 2

( i l 3 /2v ) 2

( i l32v)2 (h l l /2A)2

( i l3 /2V)4

( i l 3 / 2 * ) 4 (hl l /2A)2

( i l 3 /2v ) 2

( i l 3 / 2 v ? ( h l l / 2 A ) 2

(U3/2V
( i l 3 / 2 v ) 5 ( h l l / 2« ) ^

No. of quasi Exci tat ion
par t i c les energy in

MeV
Theory Expt.*

1 0 y '

3

5

5

7

U / 2 * ) 2 9

1 .34 x '

3

5

5

7

1 .65 .005 +*'

3

5

5

7

1 .4 .211+y'
n
u

5

5

7

3 1.6 .345 + x '

Thus although it does not contain a unique parity high j orbit, it has g7/2 as a major
component. A g7/2 proton has a fairly large j value and can show rotation alignment.
The angular momentum carried by the hi 1/2 protons (Ih 11/2) il3/2 neutrons (U13/2) and
g7/2 protons (Ig7/2) for the 1/2+ band are plotted in Fig. 10. Only the Ig7/2 shows a
sizable signature dependence in accord with the energy spectrum of Fig.3. For the favou-
red branch (o<.= -1/2) the g7/2 proton alignment is more and the core rotation is less.
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10
Fig.5. Same as Fig.2

for 9/2" band

6 r

> 5
cu

s

si,

4Ift

47/j

*V2

»/2

THEORY

BANO CROSSINGS IN 7 /2
+ BAND OF ISSLu

For the unfavoured branch (o£= +1/2) the
angular momentum of the g7/2 protons
and the rest of the nucleons are anti-
parallel to each other resulting in a
raising of the energy of this branch. This
signature effect is also reflected in pp,
nn and pn interaction energies (Fig. 11).
On the other hand for the 5/2+ and 7/2+

bands neither the angular momenta carried
by g7/2 protons (Fig. 10) nor the nucleon-
nucleon interaction energies show any
signature dependence. As mentioned
earlier these bands do not show any
signature splitting.

We find no signature dependence
in energy or in the nucleon-nucleon inter-
action plots for the 9/2" band and note
that cranked Shell Model analysis does

a'i not show any signature dependence for
ii/2 this band.

»/, 5. E2 and Ml matrix elements

'*'* We have calculated E2 and Ml
"/J transition matrix elements between states

- ,5/2 of each primary band (u,v,w,x,y of
— "'* ii/j Table 2) using effective charges of 1.5e
~ '* for the protons, .5e for the neutrons and

EXPERIMENT free nucleon g factors for proton and
neutron spin. In general the E2 matrix
elements for I-» 1-2 transitions within a
band of the same signature are large.
Typical values of the reduced matrix
elements of the I-*I-2 E2 transition are:
17/2 + (K=7/2+)-» 13/2+ (K=7/2+)^ 55.73eb2
17/2" (K=9/2~)-* 13/2" (k=9/2~ ) 48.14 eb
where b is harmonic oscillator length
parameter. Except for ..the Ml (I-M-l)

matrix elements of 1/2+ band (Fig. 12) there is no
signature dependence in the I -> 1-1, E2 or: Ml
transition matrix elements of any other band.

The E2 transition matrix elements between
the angular momentum states of the K=9/2" band
a n j ..up unmprir K-21/2 " band are _ found _ to
ana tne isornenc JijjfJ/ji oi/o-i_s.oi/9 ftf-Q/9 )~
very very small : 25/2 (K=21/2 )-* l\ll \^-yii j -
9.1xlO*5 ebz ', compared with 25/2^ (K=21/2 )•

21/2 " (K=21/2~)^ 16.7eb2.

• %

-120

-122

6. Summary and concluding remarks

The multiple band structures at high spins
experimentally seen in t 6 5 Lu are fairly well
reproduced in our microscopic model. The relative
excitation energies among bands are obtained

~ " without ambiguity in our calculation. The calcu-
Fig.6. Band crossings in <A=-l/2 signature ia te(j excitation energy of the 1/2" band is some-
of 7/2 band of }65Lu. a ,b ,c ,d ,e , f represent w nat higher than in the experiment. The

bands (see fable 2) respectively.
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-105

-107

-103

-121

BAND CROSSINGS IN 9/2 BAND OF l 6 5Lu

= _i_1OC = + '/2

_ a

9/2 2 5 / 2 41 / , S7/2

(b)

(a)

7 3 / ,

Table 3

Calculated band crossings for two signatures £,
of the bands of ^5 Lu. The first crossings =?
are due to rotation-alignment of two neu- " 8

trons in 113/2 orbits and the second crossings
are due to that of four neutrons in H3/2
orbits.

First Second
K* Signature crossing crossing

7/2T d.= -1/2 23/2*

<*= +1/2 25/2*

l/2+ * = -111 23/2*

* = +1/2

5/2+ <<= +1/2 21

«<= -1/2

9/2 <= +1/2

* = -1/2 23/2K

59/2^

61/2M

55/2*

59/2^

Fig.7. Band crossings
in the two branches
of 9/2~ band of lfc5i_
a,b,c,d,e represents
the | Dp Ao>,|DpB0>,

Cn>, JDp' Bn>and|OP' Cn

bands (see Table
2) respect ively.

7/2 65/2 7 3 / 2

Fig.8. Aligned IRA| of il3/2 neutrons is
plotted for the lowest energy
states of 7/2"** band (curve a)
and 9/2~band (curve b).
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excitation energies of the other band-heads
show .reasonable agreement with the experi-
ment. As for the 1/2' band it is possible that
its energy could be lowered if the mixing
with the h9/2 proton shell is allowed. In the
present calculation the h9/2 proton shell lies
outside the model space.

We are able to predict the relative
excitation energies of the K=7/2+ and the
l /2+ bands which is a source of uncertainly
in the experiment. The ground state is the
band-head of the K=7/2+ band and the
K=l/2+ band head lies .34 MeV above it.
The l/2+ and the 3/2+ states of the K=l/2
band are nearly degenerate in energy.

- A

20

12

8

4

Q
20

IS

12
" 1

* a

0

A

-

1

_

-

A O

ac=-V2

oc = + V2

S/t BAND

OA°*

A
1
f
I

1

/ j " BAND

f
(

1

1 1 1 t

A
O

I
; (o)
i
i
i
i

OA<>A° iO

A

. - " •
t

; (b>

i

en

Fig. 10. I RALfor different bands. Curves a.b.c
represent angular momenta carried by g7/2 pro-
tons for the 7/2 "•" , 5/2+ and I/2+ bands respecti-
vely. For the l/2+ band curves d and e show
angular momenta of hi 1/2 protons and H3/2
neutrons respectively.

3 =? Fig.9. Same as Fig.8 for the l /2 +
£ band (curve a) and 5/2+

band (curve b)

The experimentally observed
signature dependence of the 1/2
band has not been explained by pre-
vious theoretical models. We find
that the signature dependence is
due to the rotation alignment of
protons in g7/2 orbit and are able
to relate the signature dependence
with this rotation-alignment and
the consequent staggering in the
interaction energy among the
nucieons.

We find considerable signature
dependence in the I->I-1 Ml transi-^
tion matrix elements of the K=l/2
band.

We have studied the crossings
in all the bands and have extended
the spectra to very high spin values
(I = 75/2ri). We find two large K
isomeric configurations with K=21/2~
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(o) 7/2

Ib) s/2*

Ic) Vf"

Id) 5/J

QCC =

band

band

band

bond

-v2

old)

- I7 .5 r

- 3 7 -

[b]

lal

17/2

Fig. 12. Reduced Ml matrix elements in
nuclear mageton for I —»I— 1 transitions in
1/2 + band.

and 27/2 with retarded E2 transition to
F ig .11 . Proton-proton interact ion neighbouring bands. The K=21/2~ occurs
energies for various bands. Only 1/2+ a t a b o u t 1<6 M e V a b o v e t h e K = g / 2 - b a n d _
band (curve c) show signature s p l i t t i n g . h e a d a n d t h e e x c i t a t i o n e n e r g y o f t h e

Arrows to r ight and lef t indicate sca les . K = 2 7 / 2 * band is about 3.4 MeV above the
K=7/2+ ground band.

Here we have presented a fairly complete picture of the band structures of
Lu upto very high spins by microscopic many-particle calculation. Similar calculations

have been done by us for neighbouring odd Z Ho and Tm nuclei.

This work was partly supported by a grant from the Department of Science and
Technology, Government of India.
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OPTICAL POTENTIAL WITH TWO-NUCLEON CORRELATIONS

G. H. RAWITSCHER

Physics Department. Univ. of Connecticut, Storrs, CT 06269-304G

The space of two nucleons in the continuum is represented by a set of
correlated basis functions similar to what is used in the theory of breakup
in deuteron-nucleus scattering. This two-nucleon space is coupled to the
conventional space of one nucleon in the continuum. Non-orthogonality terms
and antisymmetrization effects are allowed for. Sturmian basis functions are
used to facilitate the enforcement of boundary conditions. A medium dependent
g-matrix which represents the effect of the two- nucleon- in- the- continuum
space is derived. Numerical results are not yet available-

1. INTRODUCTION

The need for the inclusion of nucleon-nucleon correlations into the initial

or final state wave functions is becoming more and more urgent as the

experimental domain advances to larger momentum transfers. Short range

correlations play an important role in the absorption of pi-mesons or a photon

by a nucleus, in the description of the propagation of a nucleon excitation,

such as a A-hole, through the nuclear medium, and it now appears that they

also have an effect in (e,e'X) reactions.
2 3

The shell-model or the nuclear structure approach to the optical model

have difficulty in representing two-nucleon correlations because they expand

the wave function in a set of basis functions which uses the coordinates of

the nucleon relative to the center of the nucleus. Many such basis functions

are needed to produce a short range correlation. Furthermore, the above

mentioned methods have great difficulty in including two r.ucleons in the
4

continuum.

The purpose of the present contribution is to describe how one can remove

both difficulties by introducing from the outset basis functions which depend

on the relative distance between two nucleons. This set of functions has been

used very successfully to represent the effects of breakup in deuteron-nucleus

scattering. This correlated space is subsequently coupled into the

conventional shell-model space with one nucleon in the continuum. The two

spaces are non-orthogonal and the resulting non- orthogonality terms are

incorporated into the theory. Since it is now possible to calculate in a

practical way non-local effective interactions to represent the effect of

particular inelastic spaces on the elastic channel, a second purpose of the
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present study is to represent the effect of the space of the two nuci?ui:s in

the continuum in terms of a g-matrix for a finite nucleus which is medium

dependent. The connection of this finite nucleus g-matrix with the one
7 8

obtained from multiple scattering theory ' in infinite nuclear matter is not

yet clear. It is hoped that the insights gained from the present research

will establish such a connection, a result which will be of great importance.

The starting point of this theory is the "nuclear structure" formulation of
3

the optical model which includes the excitation of inelastic nuclear states

by a Green's function technique. However, calculations to date include only

two step transitions, a procedure which is not likely to be adequate. ' Two

improvements are made. One improvement is a better treatment of channel

coupling non-localities. Though not of the Perey-Buck type, they were treated
3

as such in older attempts. Another is the inclusion of the transitions

between inelastic excitations. Both improvements can be achieved by the use

of a basis set of Sturmian functions. This method enables one to include

the effects of anti-symmetrization and substantially simplifies the shell

model treatment of the states with one nucleon in the continuum. The

removal of disconnected diagrams can be accomplished by using the methods

described in Ref. 2.
12

Contact between our finite nucleus theory and the work stimulated by
13

Mahaux and co-workers, based on the dispersion integral method, is

anticipated. The dispersion integral work reveals the presence of a

measurable polarization potential which is a local, simplified form of the

general Feshbach potential. The imaginary part is still phenomenological. A

more realistic imaginary potential is expected to have emissive as well as

absorptive regions, as fo]

of the type presented here.

absorptive regions, as follows from a treatment of channel-coupling effects

2. FORMALISM

The overall wave function W describing the A+l nucleons, A of which are

initially in the target nucleus, is decomposed into various parts according

to how many nucleons are in the continuum

The space described by '9 is formed by the compound nuclear states. Since

the energy of the incident nucleon is assumed to be above 50 MeV, this spa<.:e

will be ignored here. The wave p'inction which contains one nucleon in -Jn •
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•jr.ci.nuum is written as products of bound and continuum parts,

(2)

( \)
where <t> ' (5) are the bound states of A nucleons with coordinates £,

t (A)
excitation quantum numbers t, and bound state energies e " . The anti
symmetrization operator is denoted by si. The functions X can be expanded into

S -*
a ( i i s c r e t e s e t of on-energy s h e l l Sturmian funct ions <P . ( r ) t o which i s added

^ J
a conventional single particle shell model wave function pg in the incident

o
•:iannel t .

o

The coefficients a . have no singularities since the Sturmian functions 4>

a i ready contain the appropriate outgoing boundary conditions. This is in

contrast to the more usual expansion into a continuous superposition of

positive energy standing wave shell model states tp (r). In that case the

(1)
coefficients a (E) would have singularities at the channel energy E. = E -

(A)
f in order to produce the outgoing wave boundary condition. A recent

fully antisymmetrized shell model calculation With one nucleon in the

onr.inuum, carried out by S. Krewald and co-workers along the lines

discussed here, required at most six Sturmian basis function to obtain a

transverse response function in quasi-elastic e,e' scattering to the 2
12

excited state of C, at a momentum transfer of 300 MeV/c, using a realistic

finite range G-matrix interaction for the EPA space.

The Sturmians most suitable for the expansion (3) are distorted by the

single particle mean field potential V . For r > R the shell potential V

is neglected, and at R the 4> 's are matched to an outgoing Hankel function
2 ( 1 )

with a wave number k which conserves energy, i.e., (hk ) / 2m = E . Since

the single particle shell-model states are also distorted by V , they will be

nearly orthogonal to the Sturmians. In the interval 0 to R two Sturmians

•••.hich belong to the same value of t are orthonormal.
S

The Sturmian functions <t> defined here are identical to the ones used by

/. ii.ur and Peierls ' (K-P) already in 1938. However, the expressions (2)

r with (3) are not identical to the R-matrix method of K-P or of Lane,

I"!, .mas axid Winner because of the presence of the inhomogeneous term ip^ in Eq.
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(3). This terra is lacking in the K-P case, aad as a result the algebras

equations for their coefficients are homogeneous and lead to eigenvalue

equations.

2.1 Two nucleons in the continuum.

Th.

parts

The wave function H1 is separated into products of bound and continuum

^ ^ ^ W (4)
t

( A_1 )

The A-l bound nucleons are described by <t£ (n). They are eigenfunctions

of the full hamiltonian for the (A-l) system, with corresponding energies

£ (A-l) _ T h e rgn^i^ng energy E = E - e (" ~ ' is shared by the two

unbound nucleons. The corresponding wave function X could be written as a

product of two outgoing Sturmian functions. However the algebraic equations

in the corresponding coefficients would then become too cumbersome. It i_

preferable to introduce the coordinates

r = T1 - r2 ; $ = (r1+ r2>/2 (5)

(2)
and expand X in the complete set of correlated two-nucleon wave functions

u, (r), as is done in the case of deuteron-nucleus scattering

The functions u are the solutions of the nucleon-nucleon relative motion

equation in the presence of the nucleon-nucleon interaction v(r). They du

include the bound-state of the deuteron, although this is not explicitly

indicated in Eq.(6). Experience with the deuteron-nucleus breakup

calculations ' has shown that the integral over k can be replaced by a

discrete sum, which can be truncated at an upper value. The energy of the

wave function X+. i,(S) is E = E' - (hk) /m. For positive values of E . the

function xt |̂ (R) has outgoing wave boundary conditions in the coordinate R.

The theory of the deuteron-nucleus breakup shows that this boundary concif.ion

in R leads to a correlated di-nucleon pair which asymptotically has out.ioi.ng

waves in each nucleon coordinate r and r_.
i. b

It could be argued that for the present case where all potentials ar- real,

this boundary condition also supports physically undesirable states. For
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••..uiiijl'-*, a state in which one nucleon is incident on a nucleus to which the

ŝ 'i-ond nucleon is bound. Indeed, such states could in principle creep into
17 18

the calculation, however, two sets of additional studies ' show that if the

exp;.msion (6) is truncated at low relative nucleon-nucleon angular momenta,

and if the coupled equations are not carried out to excessively large

distances in the coordinate R, such undesirable states do not develop, even if

the nucleon-nucleus interaction potentials are real.

Thus, it is adequate for the present purpose to assume outgoing wave

boundary conditions for X* i («)• It is convenient to expand this function
S s*in a set of Sturmians d> ., ̂(R) which incorporate these boundary conditions

1) . (7)

Th. • ihf.ve Sturmians are defined such that at at a matching radius R' they go

smoothly into outgoing Hankel functions of wave-number K, defined so as to

conserve energy, i.e., (hK)"/4m = E . . There is no need for these Sturmians

to contain distorting potentials, i.e., for R < R' they are akin to spherical

Bessel functions for complex wave numbers K., .. If E., is negative, which is
2 tfcJ t K (2)2 (2)

the case when the correlation energy (tik) /m is larger than E , then the
X. , !R) channel is closed. In this case x*. (r,,rj describes a correlated
t, ;v X I C

pair, such as a quasi-deuteron, embedded in a excited but bound system with A

+ 1 particles. Such correlations are beginning to be described theoretically

from a different point of view.

2.3. The effective interaction.

The effect of the presence of the space with two nucleons in the continuum

can be represented in the space with one nucleon in the continuum through

effective interactions g. In the present treatment one can obtain g by

eliminating the coefficients c . . from the the full set of algebraic equations
tKJ

'•hich couple the coefficients a to c. The method is similar to what is
it-scribed in Refs. 6 and 20, with the exception that in the present case the

(2)
-;-.-<i.-K: if) , as represented by the correlated basis functions

y n L 2 > = « '<n, u ( , * S ( R ) ( 8 ,

i:-: nor. orthogonal to the space of \\> . Nevertheless, the matrix elements

uh'..:h -...ccur in thf equations which contain both the a's and the c's are well
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defined and finite, albeit not so easy to calculate. Tin.- symbol 0 denotes the

set (t,k,j), which implies that the discretization over the momentum variable

of relative motion has already been assumed.

Apart from certain non-orthogonality terms, one obtains for the effective

interaction g the usual result

g<n,i,2;rjMf»2f)

) §(n,2,l;n',2\l') v(2',l') O)

where n are the coordinates of the nucleons other than 1 and 2 and *3 is the

many-body Green's function. The function % can be calculated, since it can be

expressed in terms of the Og 's as

p(n,i,2) > ( C 1 ) ^ , < *p,«n',i',2
f> tio>

P P'

In addition to the terms present in Eq. (9) for g, there are other terms

which are due to the lack of orthogonality between the one and two nucleon

spaces, as discussed above. They are not given here due to lack of space. The

effective g-matrices are medium dependent because the Green's function % in

Eq. (10) depends on the positions R and R' of the correlated pair relative to

the center of the nucleus.

The elements of the matrix C in Eq. (10) are the continuum to continuum

coupling terms. These matrix elements cause great difficulty in the usual

shell model calculations. Here they are of the same type, albeit a bit more

complicated, as the ones which appear in the theory of the breakup effect in

deuteron nucleus interaction, where they are calculated without much

difficulty. They are given by

where the interaction of nucleon 1 and 2 with nucleus A-l is

A-l

1 *"* 1 C

In the example of a nucleon incident on 'o, in which the O core is

assumed to be inert, the index p reduces to (k,j) and the potential
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v (r/,1,2) in the matrix element for Cg,g is equal to V (1) + \M2). In the

case of deuteron breakup the real potentials V are replaced by the complex

nucleon-nucleus optical potential. Otherwise the matrix elements £„,„ are the

same, and the effective interaction could be evaluated with not much more

effort than what is needed for the calculation of the non-local optical

potential in Ref. 6. The effective interaction does not depend on the nature

of the excited states of the valence nucleon in the target nucleus, 0, which

is of course also the case for the density dependent effective interactions
7

obtained in infinite nuclear matter calculations , or in phenomenological
Q

fits. A numerical comparison between the several g's would be very

interesting.

In summary, it appears that the incorporation into shell-model like

reaction theories jf short range correlations between two nucleons in the

continuum is now beginning to be feasible. The elimination of the the space

of the two nucLeons in the continuum leads to an effective nucleon-nucleon

interaction which can be calculated. The study of the properties of this

effective interaction appears feasible since the numerical functions involved

are similar to the ones which occur in the successful evaluation of the effect

of breakup in deuteron-nucleus collisions.
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In recent years we have developed a new mathematical treatment of large amplitude collec-
tive motion in the adiabatic limit and formulated a successful approximation method, called
the generalized valley approximation. In this paper we discuss its application to ATDH (adi-
abatic time-dependent Hartree theory), for which the method is ideally suited. We discuss a
formulation of the theory able to give the exact result for the exactly solvable Suzuki model.
The modified theory is applied to monopole models close to the Suzuki model that are not
exactly solvable. The algorithm developed for this case is sufficiently general to serve as a
prototype for those necessary to study more complex realistic models of collective motion.

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years we have been working on a constructive method for the study of adiabatic

large-amplitude collective motion, see Refs.1"6. Much of this effort has been directed towards a
self-consistent determination of a collective subspace. (See Ref.1 for a complete set of references
to other work.) Our constructive procedure for determining the collective subspace starts from
a time-dependent mean-field picture; in this contribution we study the time-dependent Hartree-
Fock (TDHF) equation

ip=[H,p}. (1)

Although this looks like a quantum mechanical equation, it is well-known7 that it is in fact a
disguised form of Hamilton's equations, indicating the classical nature of the mean-field picture.
Looking for the collective modes of this equation can thus be studied as a problem in classical
mechanics, where one looks for the decoupled motions of the system, restricting attention to the
"slow modes" (adiabatic approximation) since the fast modes are supposed to average out over
a very small part of a collective orbit, due to the difference in time scales. In general we can not
decouple these modes exactly, but in our previous work we have given a constructive procedure
that gives the exactly decoupled modes when they exist and defines a sensible approximation in
the absence of exact decoupling.

In all previous work on adiabatic collective motion, including our own papers except Ref.6,
the theory has been based on nonlinear point transformations, which have the property of
preserving the quadratic form for the kinetic energy. We have argued that it is important to use
the most general form of a canonical transformation compatible with adiabaticity. This leads to
extra terms in the transformed Hamiltonian that, to our knowledge, have not been considered
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before.
From the conditions for exact decoupling in the new coordinates we have constructed neces-

sary conditions, that provide us with a set of candidates for decoupled manifolds, together with
a measure of the quality of decoupling. Since integrable motion and exact decoupling only occur
on rare occasions, we have to search for a manifold that is decoupled as well as possible. For the
case of one-dimensional decoupled motion the equations that give the candidates for decoupling
define valleys in the potential energy. Since our construction also applies to multi-dimensional
cases we call it the generalized valley approximation (GVA).

In our previous work we have either applied it to classical mechanics problems that have no
relation to nuclear physics at all, or to very schematic exactly solvable models. One such model
is the Suzuki model,8 that is treated in Ref.6. Since it is well known that for this model we
have exact decoupling it was not too hard to derive the solution. Using this model as a new
test for the version of GVA that had been successfully applied in previous examples, we found
it necessary to impose selection rules arising from the symmetry of the model, thus altering the
equations in detail, and, in particular destroying the continuity of the theory as one moves away
from the symmetry limit. For this reason we have carefully reconsidered the derivation of our
formalism and have found a variant of the theory, equivalent in the case of exact decoupling,
that automatically gives the correct solution for the Suzuki model.

Before we go on to describe the contents of this paper, one word of caution: Since we can
not give all details in the limited space available, we have chosen to limit the amount of detail
in which the formalism is discussed. Most details can be found in Ref.6 and in a forthcoming
paper.9

We discuss our method in a condensed form in Sec. 2 for the case of classical mechanics. In
Sec. 3 we translate the results of Sec. 2 to the way we like to formulate ATDHF. This leads, for
the case of one collective mode, to a self-consistent pair of equations, where the first equation is
just the usual cranked Hartree-Fock equation and the second equation gives a self-consisteacy
condition for the collective operator used in the cranking equations. This second equation is
an eigenvalue equation similar to though not identical with the usual RPA equation. Having
derived all our formalism we give, in Sec. 4, a short sketch of the algorithm and results for a
perturbed Suzuki model that is no longer exactly solvable.

2. DECOUPLING OF A FEW DEGREES OF FREEDOM IN HAMILTON'S
FORMALISM

2.1 Transformation to new coordinates

Consider a dynamical system governed by the classical Hamiltonian H(£,ir), where £ and 7r
are an TV-dimensional set of canonical coordinates and momenta, respectively. Since we will be
interested in slow motion only we expand the classical Hamiltonian up to second order in the
momenta keeping all orders in the coordinates (adiabatic approximation). This adiabatic limit
of the Hamiltonian thus takes the form (we use a standard tensor notation with Ba0 as metric
tensor)

ff(*,0 = i*-£o / s(0^ + y(0- (2)

We are now interested in a transformation to new coordinates and momenta. Usually one
only considers a point transformation,10 where the new coordinates are a function of the old
coordinates only, and the new momenta are linear functions of the old momenta. This will
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clearly lead to a new Hamiltonian that is again quadratic in the (new) momenta. If we consider
a general canonical transformation and expand this in powers of the momenta, we see that the
terms of order TT2 in the transformation of the coordinates, absent in a point transformation, also
contribute to the adiabatic Hamiltonian in the new coordinate frame. Thus, introducing the
collective coordinates 9" and collective momenta pM, we will need to evaluate the transformation
rules up to quadratic order in the momenta. Expanding the new coordinates in terms of the old
we find that

The corresponding transformation of the momenta is

and the inverse transformations are given by

The Poisson bracket condition

and the inverse relation imply

g(°)yW» = S?, 9^1^ = 6^. (7)

From the other Poisson bracket condition {£a,£'3} = 0, we find that the quantity

T"0i = gW^gWPgW" (8)

is symmetric in all three indices.
As stated above we will always neglect terms of higher than second order in the momenta in

the Hamiltonian, also after transformations. Starting with the Hamiltonian

(2)

we therefore find, up to second order in p

) v(g(q)) = \v^
v
Vu + v(q). (9)

Performing the inverse transformation Eqs.(5) we find, by requiring that the new results coincides
with (2), that

Finally we would like to introduce one new quantity, defined by transforming B to the
old coordinate system, thus keeping the extra terms that would not be present for a point
transformation

Ba0 = g^B^gW0 = Ba0 - Vxf
{l)Xa0. (11)
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2.2 The decoupling conditions
To find exactly decoupled modes, we search for coordinate surfaces such that when we start

at a point on the surface with velocity parallel to the surface we remain on the surface for all
times. If we require that a JC-dimensional submanifold £ be such a coordinate surface, we can
derive the following (necessary and sufficient) decoupling conditions

Ba% = 0, (12)

K»|E = 0> (13)

B% = 0. (14)

Here we use i to denote the first K coordinates in the q,p coordinate system and o to denote the
rest, and S is denned as qa = 0. In this coordinate system these conditions imply the vanishing
of the derivatives orthogonal to the collective surface of an infinite hierarchy of point functions
X("\ described in our previous work, of which V is the first member. Thus we can use the chain
rule to calculate

This equation states that all generalized forces, i.e. the derivatives of the point functions X,
are tangent to E. If we wish to consider the case of decoupling one collective coordinate, it turns
out that we only need two point functions to calculate the candidates for a decoupled manifold.
The simplest choice consists of the functions

= V = V(gW(q)), (16)

= U = V^B^Vv = V>aB
a0Vi0 + r a ( J T a V / r (17)

Using Eq.(15) we may write
V,a=Xf,a, U,a=fif,a. (18)

Thus, eliminating /,„, we find the necessary (but not sufficient) condition

u,a = av,a, (19)

which defines a valley in the potential energy. It is from this property and the fact that gener-
alizations of (19) hold for multidimensional collective motion that our method derives it name
"generalized valley approximation".

The equation will be used as a constructive procedure for the determination of one-di-
mensional manifolds, which may, in extreme cases, be exactly decoupled. More generally the
common direction along the curve of Va and U>a will not coincide with the direction of /,a and
thus (provided the angle between the two is small) we will have only approximately decoupled
collective motion.

In recent work we have found it more convenient to use a different definition of the point
functions, though one that is equivalent for exact decoupling. This is done because it leads
to a more useful algorithm to calculate approximate decoupling. In order to understand the
procedure, note that the decoupling condition Eq.(13) is also satisfied if we add to V any
function of the collective coordinates only. Let us assume we use a linear function and denote
the new quantity by V,

..,vn) = V-viq
i, (20)
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which depends parametrically on the quantities v. Clearly V\a = V>a.
From this family of modified potentials we can also construct a family of point functions U

by & procedure similar to the original construction of U,

U(Vl,...,vn) = V,aB
al3Vi0. (21)

In the case that there is only one collective coordinate, we can again construct a valley equation
from each member of this family

U.a = M,a. (22)

Now suppose we work at a point in space where dV/dq1 = A + AA, and take v\ = A. The
decoupling conditions now become

Va = AA/,a (23)

and
Ua = {\VsB^Vn\a = VSaB

a0V,y + \VsB^V>y = AXf,,V0aB^ + 0(AA2), (24)

where we used Eq.(23) in the last step. The valley equation Eq.(22) translates into

(25)

which reduces to a linear eigenvalue problem when AA goes to zero.

3. TRANSCRIPTION TO TDHF THEORY
To utilize the theory described in the previous section we must recast the TDHF equations

into the form of Hamilton's equations. We therefore consider the former,

ipab = [H,PU, (26)

where

Tiab = hab + Vacbdpdc, (27)

and hab = h^, Vabd = —Vbacd — — VaMc = V*^ are the traditional elements of a non-relativistic
nuclear many-body Hamiltonian. The labels a, 6,... refer to a complete orthonormal set of single
particle functions <j>a; this set will be further subdivided into a set h occupied in the reference
Slater determinant and an unoccupied set p. We have

P = E & & . (p2U = Pab. (28)
h

We now describe briefly the method used to transform Eq.(26) into Hamilton's equation.
The approach used here is bas<*d on a classical version of the Holstein-Primakoff boson mapping.
(Further details are given in Ref.6.) The mapping is defined through the formulas

)iU, (29)
PHP = [(l-0*P)ip]hp, (30)

Ppp. = [/3/3V (31)

-. (32)
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In the case that Q = tr(//j), where / is a one body operator, we find, using the differentiation
rules derived in Appendix B of Ref.6, that

ABPhP>H' = -%V"l6hhl ~ fhh>6^)' (39)

In general / will also be a function of the density. If we assume that Q has the more general
form, in keeping with a separable Hartree approximation,

where
?'" = tr(pf), (41)

and / ' is a suitable set of one-body operators, we can prove that Eq.(39) remains correct with
/ now given by

/ = ! > +2 X>i<fc)f- (42)
» 3

From (40) it can be shown that the derivative SQ/Spph, as occurs in the cranking equation, will
be given by the yA-matrix elements of (42).

In the further transcription we shall restrict attention to the case of a single collective
coordinate. Again when these will be needed, there will be no essential difficulty in adding the
formulas applicable in more general instances.

Now let us study what happens if we introduce the modification to the function U as proposed
in the previous section. Again, we will try to use an argument based on considering two nearby
points where the derivative of the collective potential differs by a small amount. The main
difference with the classical-mechanics problem described before is that we use a different basis
at each point in the manifold of Slater determinants. We need some extra notation to be able
to distinguish the different coordinate systems. Since we shall never be concerned with more
than two points on the collective surface at the same time, one associated with dV/dQ = A and
the other with dV/dQ = A' = A + AA, we will use a prime to denote quantities associated with
the second basis. Writing "H\ = 7i — A/, the unprimed basis is obtained by diagonalizing H\
and the primed basis by diagonalizing "Fix1-

The derivative Va is easily checked to be Hph, and the first of the GVA equations now
becomes

(WA)U = AA/;h. (43)
Using C for the unitary transformation from the unprimed to the primed basis, it is easy to
show using standard techniques that

C = I + O(AX). (44)

Now, when we calculate U(v = \)'ph, where one can easily show that

UX = IH^B'W-V'H'^,,, (45)

we find

TV _ ij' nlp'h'p"h"njl l^jt f}lp'h'p"h"nj
ux,Ph - riXp,h,ph£f riXp,,h,, + ^7iXp,h,Bph

— 7/' p'P'h'p"h" A\f , l A W n'p'h'p"h"

= AA fp,,hllHx,p.h-phB
p'h'p"h" + C?(AA2) (46)
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In the last step we have dropped several primes, since these lead to higher orders in AA, as can
be seen from Eq.(44). Requiring (U\)ph = 0( J^)j*» we find from (43) and (46) that

t ^ \ (47)

which is a kind of local RPA equation for the ph matrix elements of the cranking operator.
There is one important difference, however. In order to evaluate 7i\tpih'ph we also need the

explicit density dependence of / . For exact decoupling (e.g. Suzuki model) we have no density
dependence, and we find

+ y\Ki{x )p'h>i—• (48)

Density dependence of / , if we assume the form (40), leads to an extra term in Eq.(48) of the

form

HXlP,h.ph = (48) + 2 £ aa&fU- (49)

As discussed above the value of B is not influenced by such a density dependence. Thus we
find that the RPA equation (46) remains linear for a density dependent collective operator, with
some changes to the matrix M.

4. PRACTICAL CALCULATIONS
4.1 Sketch of the algorithm
The GVA leads naturally to an algorithm. We start at the Hartree minimum and solve the

cranking equation. There we solve the RPA equation and thus obtain the (ph matrix elements
of) the cranking operator. This we use to estimate the cranking operator at a point that is AX
away from the present point. At this new point we iterate the cycle

• Solve the cranking equation

• Calculate the RPA solution

until we reach convergence for the cranking operator. Then we again take a step in A. This shows
that the present method makes contact with the usual cranked HF method (in the first step)
but that we have a self consistency condition on the cranking operator. This relation becomes
even more transparent if we take the cranking operator to be a linear combination of known
operators,

/ = 5>fiW. (50)
t

This choice is very convenient when solving the RPA equations, epsecially for the model discussed
in the next section. For this specific choice it suffices to solve the projected eigenvalue equation

Mije
{V = n fc0 i j e; fc ), (51)

where
M*J ~ °vh

MplhlOplhli U'] — °ph°ph-
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What we have not discussed yet is the norm of the operator / . Using the relation (7) we

can show that

W = - (53)

Since we take finite steps in A we should make a finite difference approximation to this equation.

This reads
AQ = 2^Tfhp(\)APph. (54)

Ph

Requiring the forward and backward differences to be equal will give us a scale for the cranking
operator; summing all estimates AQ as we go along the collective path will give us the change
in Q. We can not obtain Qo, the value of the collective operator at the HF minimum. This
is closely related to the fact that our formalism does not change if we add a constant to all
diagonal matrix elements of the cranking operator / . For this reason we will give all our results
as a function of Q — Qo.

4.2 The modified Suzuki model
To study the applicability of the method discussed in the previous sections, we study a family

of models that contains the Suzuki model as a special case. To this purpose we have modified
the Hamiltonian of the usual Suzuki model by adding an z4 • x4 interaction.

H = JiJ>(x)<\(p2 + 22W(x)dx + §K2 (/VKaOV^*)^) + |«4 (Jl>(xyz4il>(x)dxy (55)

The cranking problem for Eq.(55) is

WA = \v2 + | (1 + 2K2Q2)X
2 + {KAQA)X\ (56)

where
Qi = tiipj). (57)

At the Hartree minimum, A = 0, this is the pathological problem of the anharmonic oscillator.
It is only well defined for *c4 > 0, and has a non-analytic perturbation series in /e4. For K4 = 0
there is exactly decoupled collective motion as has been discussed on a number of occasions.6

For the calculations reported here we used a Slater determinant of ten fermion states (N =
10). The interaction strength K2 = 0.01412(ss y/2/N2). All equations were solved in a finite
dimensional harmonic oscillator basis (60 functions, u = 1). This of course introduces an error
due to the limited size of the basis, but for K4 = 0 we checked numerically that this has only a
small effect. We used x2 and x* as a basis for the cranking operator.

Let us now compare results for three values of /c4 (drawn line K4 = 0, dashed 0.0001 and
dotted 0.00001). In Fig. la we give the potential energy for these models. The potential energy
for the Suzuki model coincides with the exact results. Clearly an extra repulsive interaction
increases the potential energy at the minimum, and also results in a larger second derivative.
The mass is a much more sensitive parameter since it depends on the particle-particle and hole-
hole matrix elements of the cranking operator, that are only indirectly determined from the
RPA equation. As can be see in Fig. lb, the mass changes drastically from one value of K4 to
the other, the numerical calculation for the Suzuki model again coincides with the exact result.
From the grid of values for V and B we can of course calculate the excitation energies. Instead
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Figure 1: The potential energy V (a) and mass B (b) as calculated for the modified Suzuki
model, KJ = \/2/100, and K4 = 0 (drawn line)0.00001 (dotted) and 0.0001 (dashed). The
results for /c4 = 0 coincide with the exact results.

of doing this we first make a crude estimate of the excitation spectrum of the monopole by
calculating the harmonic approximation to the potential and fixing B at its value for Q — Qo,

H « \B0p
2 + V0 + \V2q

2. (58)

The resulting parameters are given in table 1. Clearly the excitation energy of the monopole

K 4

0
0.00001
0.0001

Table 1: Harmonic

Bo
5.65639 = 4V2
6.05412
8.55227

(RPA) approximation

v2
1.7678 = \y/2
1.94500
2.73516

3.162 = >/i0
3.432
4.837

increases rapidly with K4, in a strongly non-linear manner.
We have not yet discussed the density dependence of the cranking operators, which has not

been taken into account in our calculations. From the solution of the RPA equation we get, at
each point of the collective path, a collective operator of the form

fph = (59)

In Fig. 2a we give the dependence on the coefficient of x2 in the collective operator as function
of the value of the collective operator, and of the coefficient of x4 in Fig. 2b. Apart from a change
of the cranking operator along the collective path, we can also see some effects of the limited
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model space used in the caclulations. One such effect is the sharp turn of the K4 = 0.0001 curves
at large negative Q - Qo. This will disappear if we increase the number of basis functions.

In Ref.9 we shall discuss a way to incorporate the density dependence of the cranking oper-
ators by fitting (59) to (42).
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PAIR APPROXIMATION IN THE NUCLEAR SHELL MODEL

N. YOSHINAGA

Department of Theoretical Physics , University of Oxford
1 Keble Road , Oxford 0X1 3NP , U.K.

The pair subspaces, the SD and SDG-subspaces, are constructed. Eigenstates for a
quadrupole force are calculated in the single j shell-model. The SDCr-pair approximation
is found to be excellent in describing the low-spin states of the ground bands compared to
exact shell-model calculations. The fermion interactions are mapped onto the corresponding
boson ones using the mapping procedure by Otsuka, Arima and Iachello(OAI). The OAI
approximation in zeroth-order fails to reproduce the ground state energies in the deformed
limit.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the assumptions of the interacting boson model (IBM) 1) is that the nucleon

collective pairs coupled to angular momentum 0+(5) and 2+(D) are essential to describe

collective motion in the low-lying states of medium and heavy nuclei. Although it is generally

accepted that the SD-paiv approximation is valid in the spherical and vibrational regions where

seniority is approximately conserved, it was not clear that the SD-subspace was enough to

describe rotational states in the deformed region. Therefore, soon after the phenomenological

success of the IBM in 168Er (well deformed nucleus) 2), a lot of works have been carried out

related to the microscopic foundation of the IBM in the deformed region 3). Most works have

used approximations such as Nilsson + BCS, HFB or angular momentum projection after

variation method and have found that in the intrinsic ground state the S and D-pairs are

dominant and the effect of the G (J — 4)-pair should be taken into account to reproduce the

moment of inertia and the intrinsic quadrupole moment. Because it is formidable to solve

a shell-model Hamiltonian in the deformed region (when it is possible, we do not need any

collective models), one has to limit the shell-model space, its interactions and/or number

of nacleons instead of carrying out realistic shell-model calculations to confirm the above

statement.

In this paper we diagonalize a shell-model Harniltonian exactly in single j-shells and

compare the results with those obtained in the SD and 5DG-subspaces using a quadrupole

force between like particles. Although the single j shell-model is schematic, it has the feature

that it can simulate the rotational excitation structures for a quadrupole force 4). It is known
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that in medium and heavy nuclei seniority is strongly broken via neutron-proton quadrupole

interaction, but in this schematic model a quadrupole force between identical nudeons seems

to be the most suitable for our study of the deformed region, we will restrict ourselves to only

six-particle systems in this paper.

2. SD AND SDG-SUBSPACES IN A SINGLE J-SHELL

The creation operators S*, D* and G' are defined as

(l.a)

(1.6)

Gt = PAt (4), (l.c)

where

AtO = ^[«}«}] ( J \ (2)

and the operator P is a projection operator onto states of r.jaximum seniority. The boson

states in the sdg-spa.ce

\sn- , dn'a, gn°p;L) (3)

may be defined to correspond to the j n states in the S-DG-subspace

\Sn- , Dn"a, Gn°/3;L> , (4)

where a (/3) are the quantum numbers which uniquely specify the d-boson (g-boson) states.

Although it was discussed by Otsuka et al. 6) how to construct those fermion states in the

.D-subspace, it is easier to construct them using d-boson c.f.p.'s. We can set up a one-to-one

correspondence between fermion states and boson states in the following way, The fermion

state in the Dnd configuration corresponding to the boson state \d"da LM) is defined by

\Dn*a LM >=AfQc~1

x ^T<JK2m\LM>Dt\Dn<-1l3 JK > (5)
Km

where (dnd~1(/?J) ;d\}dndaL) are the d-boson c.f.p.'s and M"aC is the appropriate normaliza-

tion constant. In the same way the G-subspace is constructed using the jr-boson c.f.p.'s. Thus,

a one-to-one correspondence is established between the fermion space and the boson space.
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The construction of .D-subspace (G-subspace) in the non-degenerate shell is carried out in the

same way once the basic structure of Z)-pair (G-pair) is determined.

The basis states constructed are not orthogonal to each other because there is no apparent

quantum number which distinguishes a state of the D-subspace from that of the G-subspace.

We follow the Schmidt orthonormalization procedure. Although this procedure is arbitrary,

physics does not depend on what order we choose the basis states because the subspace itself

does not depend on choices.

3. OAI MAPPING ZNCLUDING G-BOSONS

According to the OAI method, we map a fermion Hamiltonian onto the corresponding

one. Here, the zeroth-order mapping is cariied out, where the n-th order approximation

to a A--body fermion operator consists of < (k + n)-body operators. In order to get the

two-body boson interactions, one needs to construct the fermion wavefunctions up to four

particles with D and G-pairs because we can make use of the reduction formula6) for S-pairs.

As mentioned in the previous section the orthonormalization procedure is necessary if you

include G-pairs. Introducing G-pairs, we may have two more states outside the SD-subspace:

\DG; L >, |GG; L > . It is apparent that these states are not orthogonal to \DD; L >.

Therefore we define a new G-subspace, which ensures that those states constructed using

G-pairs are completely orthogonal to those of the Z)-subspace.

We follow the normal orthonormalization procedure:

\DG;L >= (\DG;L > -aL\DD;L >)/y/l-a2
L, (6.a)

\GG;L>=jV-1{\GG;L>-bL\DG;L>-cL\DD;L>) , (6.6)

where coefficients (aL, bL and cL) are determined by imposing

<DD;L\DG;L>=0, (7. a)

<DD;L\GG;L>=<DG;L\GG;L>=0. (7.6)

Once the SDG-subspace is defined, it is straightforward to obtain the boson image from

the fermion Hamiltonian.

4. EIGENSTATES OF A QUADRUPOLE HAMILTONIAN

In order to examine whether the fermion subspaces and the mapped spaces provide good

approximations to the exact solution of the original shell-model problem or not, we diagonahze

the quadrupole Hamiltonian
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where

(S)

(9)

an
d : : means normal ordering. Thus the matrix elements are expressed as

= 10 {jjj}. (10)
In the fermion case this Hamiltonian is diagonalized in each subspace {SD or SDG) and

in the boson case the zeroth-order image of the Hamiltonian is diagonalized in each space(sd

or sdg). The resulting spectra are displayed in the figure for n=6 and j = 23/2 up to angular

momentum ten. The agreement between exact shell-model calculations and pair calculations

(5DG-subspace) in the low-lying states is very good.
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Spectra of the quadrupole interaction for j = 23/2 and n = 6: (a) in the full shell-model
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In the table the ground state energies (Eo), the excitation energies of the first 2+ state

[t\E-i), AEJAE2{R) and the moments of inertia ( l j = J{J+l)/2(Ej-E0) ) are displayed for

each subspace. It is remarkable that the ground state energies are almost perfectly reproduced

in the SDG-suhsp&ce and states with J < 4 are quite well reproduced, but the SDG-p&iv

approximation cannot explain fully the moment of inertia of the ground bands ( 50 % in the

case of j=23/2 shell). Although the binding energy is not reproduced well in each boson space

(sd or sdg), the moments of inertia in the ground band in the sd and the sdg spaces are very

similar to those of the corresponding fermion subspaces. In the case of the exact shell-model

with j = 13/2, we have R — 2.3 compared with R = 3.3 in other j-shell cases and a series of

2+ , 3 + , 4 + , etc. levels are not rotational. This is why a j = 13/2 shell cannot adequately

simulate rotational motion.

Table

Ground state energies (Eo), excitation energies of the first 2+ state (A-E^), AEi/AE2(R)

and moments of inertia (lj) are shown for each j-level and each subspace. Note: we cannot

obtain the sdg-lBM Hamiltonian in the j = 13/2 case.

j=13/2 Eo

AE2

R

X2

Z,

j=19/2 EQ

AE2

R

I 2

Zi

j=23/2 Eo

AE2

R

Z2

Z,

exact

-1.34

0.09

2.3

35.3

50.3

-2.22

0.02

3.3

124.5

125.3

-2.39

0.02

3.3

191.1

191.6

SD

-1.33

0.09

2.9

35.2

40.1

-2.09

0.07

4.4

46.2

34.7

-2.13

0.08

4.3

38.3

29.3

SDG

-1.34

0.09

2.5

35.3

47.4

-2.22

0.03

3.8

95.2

83.6

-2.38

0.03

3.0

92.6

102.6

sd

-1.30

0.07

3.7

40.8

37.2

-1.99

0.08

3.5

36.2

34.3

-2.06

0.11

3.2

27.5

28.7

sdg

—

—-

—

—

—

-2.04

0.03

5.5

111.9

68.1

-2.19

0.03

4.1

100.7

107.5
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In order to see the effect of higher order angular momentum pairs explicitly, we include

the terms which have one /-pair and up to seniority four in addition to those in the SDG-

subspace. The spectrum is shown in the figure {SDG + I). Inclusion of the /-pair improves

the moment of inertia (I2 = 111.1,14 = 117.4).

5. CONCLUSIONS

Using a simple model (single j-shell with like nucleons), we have shown that the SDG-pair

approximation is excellent to reproduce the ground state energies and gives a good description

of the low-lying states of the ground bands in the rotational limit. This is in harmony with

the great sucess of the sdg-IBM applied to 168Er 7) and the recent phenomenological study
8) that the sdg-IBM can reproduce the spherical-deformed phase transition naturally in Sm

isotopes. We can say that 5, D and G pairs can be considered as the elementary building

blocks of low-lying collective motion even in the deformed case.

In conclusion we have found that the 5£>G-pair approach reproduces well the low-lying

states of the ground state band in the deformed limit. In general the zeroth-order approxima-

tion in the OAI is good, but in order to reproduce the ground state energies we need higher

order interactions.
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MAHY-PARTICLE, MANY-HOLE DEFORMED STATES*

Larry ZAMICK, Daniel BERDICHEVSKY and Dao-chen ZHENG

Department of Physics and Astronomy, Rutgers University
Piscataway, New Jersey 08855-0849

We performed deformed Hartree-Fock calculations lor many-particle,
many-hole configurations using the Skyrme III interaction. We find
a near degeneracy of the intrinsic state energies of n particle-n
hole states in 40Ca from n=2 to 8. We also consider quasi-
molecular states e.g. in 4SCr using ths Hcrtrso-I-'ock sppiossh.

1. NEAR DEGENERACIES OF NP-NH STATES IN CLOSED SHELL NUCLEI

A conference on. -he shell model would not be complete without a dis-

cussion of highly deformed states which come surprisingly low in energy,

which thus far have not been amenable to calculations with techniques used

for "normal" shell model states, i.e., large basis matrix diagonalizations

with spherical basis states. Since these states which were first studied

most intensively in closed shell nuclei like 0 and Ca, are now being

found in all parts of the periodic table, a more Intensive and more quan-

titative study of their properties, with an aim of unification with the

usual shell model, is certainly in order.

As a modest start to such a program we first present some interesting

results of deformed Hartree-Fock (HF) calculations, using the Skyrme III

interaction (tn*/m=0.76), for the intrinsic state energies of these states

and the deformations1'2. The results are presented in table I.

We see from table I that there is indeed a near degeneracy of many-

40particle-many hole (np-nh) intrinsic state energies. In Ca for example,

the energies for n=2(b), 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 are, respectively, 10.5,

12.3, 12.1, 13.5, 13.5, 13.1 and 11.4 MeV. Note that for Skill interaction

the intrinsic state energy of 8p«8h state is lower than that of 4p-4h

(this Is also true for SkVI and SklV).

* Work supported by the U.S.A. Department of Energy DE-FG05-86ER-40299 and
a Nato Collaborative Research Grant 0702/87
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We call this phenomenon of near degeneracy a "deformation condensate"

because after the 2p-2h state is formed, it costs almost no additional

energy to create additional particle-hole up to n=8.

Of course, things do not go forever. For the 12p-12.h state, the energy

is much higher, 50.7 MeV, and the deformation is smaller than that of the

8p-8h state.

Table I. Intrinsic State Excitation Energies and Deformation
Parameters of np-nh Deformed States Using the Skill Interaction.
Eleven Oscillator Shells Were Included in the Calculations.

Configuration

lp-lh
2p-2h(a)
2p-2h(b)
3p-3h
4p--4h
5p-5h
6p-6h
7p-7h
8p-8h
12p-12h

i»0
E*(MeV)
7.6
13.2
15.1
16.6
15.5

31.7

42.4

0
0.08
0.28
0.24
0.46
0.63

0.73

0.82

4 0Ca
E*(MeV)
5.5
9.5
10.5
12.:?
12.1
13.5
13.5
13.1
11.4
50.7

P0.05
0.13
0.12
0.22
0.32
0.38
0.44
0.50
0.55
0.51

(a) iv-iClv~li (b) irz-K~2

It should be remarked that, when other Skyrme interactions are used,

one obtains the result that the energy of the 4p-4h deformed state is

inversely proportional to the effective mass parameter (m*/m).

The values of the deformation parameter p, which increase steadily

from n=0 to 8, are 0, 0.05, 0.13, 0.22, 0.32, 0.38, 0.44, 0.50, 0.55

respectively. Whereas we at f irst thought that this i s approximately

linear in n, Brink* pointed out that i t could better be represented by two

straight lines: one for n<4 with a steep slope and one for n>4 with a

shallower slope. The f irs t line would correspond to removing, progres-

sively, nucleons from the last occupied orbit and putting them in the

f irst unoccupied Nilsson orbit (n=l to 4) and the second line would cor-

respond to removing nucleons from the second last occupied orbit and

putting them into the second unoccupied orbit (n=5 to 8).

The energies in table I are higher than the observed energies of

excited 0 states in 0 and Ca. We must remember however that these are

intrinsic state energies. When we project out states of good angular
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momentum, and further when we add pairing correlations, the J=0 members of

the band come down in energy considerably. The results are shown in table

XI for selected states.

Table II. The Excitation Energies of Selected J=0 Many-Particle, Many-
Hole States, where Pairing Correlations and Projection Have Been Taken
into Account

Nucleus Configuration Energy Gain Energy Gain Final Excitation
Pairing(MeV) Projection(MeV) Energy (MeV)

160 4p-4h -1.1 -5.5 8.9
40,
Ca

A2Ca

A4Ca

4p-4h
8p-8h

2 p

4p-2h

4p
6p-2h

-3.0
-0.5

-4.0
-3.5

-2.8
-2.2

-3.8
-4.3

-3.1

-2.3

5.3
6.6

3.2

2.2

Whereas the e x c i t a t i o n energies of the 4p-4h and 8p-8h i n t r i n s i c

40
states of Ca are respectively 12.1 and 11.4 MeV, a f t e r projec t ion and

p a i r i n g , the excitation energies of the corresponding J=0 states are 5.3

and 6.6 MeV. Ths l a t t e r energies are much c loser to the experimental

e x c i t a t i o n energies of 0 states — 3.3521 and 5.213 MeV (there are also

higher 0+ states at 7.301 and 7.701 MeV).

2. THE ROLE OF THE SPIN-ORBIT AND KINETIC ENERGIES

To better understand the origin of the near degeneracies in 0 and

Ca, we examine the roles played by the spin-orbit and kinetic energies.

We w i l l compare the actual results in Ca with two extremes, the spher i -

cal limit and the asymptotic l imit .

In making the es t imate for the sp in -orb i t i n t e r a c t i o n we use the

simple one-body form -££.s with £=2.5MeV. The spin-orbit energy i s -f&/2

for j=£+l/2 and £(£.+ l ) / 2 for j=2 . - l /2 . In the spher i ca l l imi t we take

nucleons from the d . s h e l l and put them in the f ? » ? she l l . Thus the

energy i s -3£ per particle-hole exc i tat ion. This corresponds to -30 MeV

for 4p-4h and -60 MeV for 8p-8h.
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In the asymptotic limit the states of interest and the associated

spin-orbit energies are:

N n, A I <
3 2 1 t
3 3 0 t 0
2 0 2 1 (
2 0 0 T 0

Thus for the 4p-*4h state the spin-orbit energy is calculated by remov-

ing 4 nucleons from [202]I and putting them in [330]?. The result is -4f=-

10 MeV. For the 8p-8h state we further remove 4 nucleons from [200]t and

put them in [321]t. The result for 8p-8h is thus -6f=-15 MeV.

In the realistic HF calculation with the Skyrme interaction we use

two-body spin-orbit interaction with the form

with k=i(^1-^2)/2 and K' acting on the left . The results (in unit MeV)

with this interaction as compared with the ££.3 estimates in the two

limits are as follows

-f£.s(sph.) -£&.8(asym.) Skill
4p-4h -30.0 -10.0 -27.8
8p-8h -60.0 -15.0 -42.2

We see that the results, especially for 4p-4h, are closer to the

spherical estimate than to the asymptotic deformed estimate.

This result may at f irst be surprising because we think of these

states as "highly deformed". But there is a balance. One gains in spin-

orbit (attractive) energy by moving to the spherical limit and this effect

evidently prevails, i . e . , the bulk of the deformation comes from the

valence particles but not from the core.

40
We next look at the kinetic energies of the np-nh states in Ca with

Skill. The values for n=0 to 8 are respectively 640.7, 650.7, 659.1,

663.0, 667.0, 672.9, 677.2, 683.1 and 682.8 MeV.

In the shell spherical oscillator model the change in kinetic energy

of an np-nh state relative to the ground state is nftw/2 with ftw=10 MeV for

40
Ca. Thus the estimate for 4p-4h is 20 MeV and for 8p-8h 40 MeV.
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Surpr is ing ly t h i s crude est imate works 1 The actual values are 26.3 and

42.1 MeV.

These results go against the long held wisdom that i t pays to deform a

nucleus because one lowers the kinetic energy by putt ing as many quanta

along the axis with the largest wavelength (z-axis) thereby lowering the

kinetic energy.

But the r e s u l t s for the kinetic energy are consistent with those for

the spin-orbit energy in the sense that the spherica l e s t imate gives a

better answer than the asymptotic estimate.

3. QUASI-MOLECULAR STATES IN 48Cr

We now s h i f t to a d i f f e r e n t c la s s of problems — "molecular states"

seen by bombarding two heavy ions . Zurmtlhle4 has found resonances with

t o t a l angular momentum £.-34 and 36 when a Mg beam i s incident upon a

Mg target . These may be quasi-molecular states in the Cr system.

We t r y , using the f ixed conf igurat ion Skyrme-HF method, to find a

shape isomer from which the s t a t e s that ZurmUhle4 has found can be

projected. We expect th i s to be an excited many-particle, many-hole highly

deformed intrinsic s t a t e . A good candidate for such & s ta te should sat is fy

the following cr i ter ia :

a) The unoccupied s ingle particle o r b i t s should be l e s s bound than
the occupied ones . Furthermore a substantial energy gap should

ex i s t between occupied and unoccupied s ta tes .
b) The c a l c u l a t i o n converges (binding energy and quadrupole moment

become s t a b l e ) . There i s no s l i p p i n g down into a lower energy
configuration.

Now Cr in i t s ground state i s treated in the deformed HF configura-

40
tion as an 8-particle system relative to a Ca core. We now make the case

that the intrinsic state for the quasi-molecular resonances is a 16-

particle, 8-hole state relative to this core. We now give the values of

the energies of the J=0 projected states from HF-BCS calculations and

quadrupole moments, with experimental numbers in parenthesis relevant to

this calculation:

24Mg ground state E=-195.55 MeV (-198.27 MeV) prolate
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48Cr ground state E=-A09.50 MeV (-411.47 MeV) prolate
00=216.3 fmJ

48Cr 16p-8h state E=-390.80 MeV very prolate
Qo=881.3 fm» /?=0.815

24
Note that the energy of two free Mg nuclei is calculated to be -391

MeV (experiment=-396.5 MeV). Thus the J=0 member of the 16p-8h band is

24
less bound than 2 free Mg nuclei by 0.3 MeV (experiment=5.7 MeV). Thus

i t i s touch and go whether the J=0 state has an appreciable lifetime to

be identified as a resonant state.

The ground state of Cr consists of Ca plus 8 nucleons. Four are in

a state with asymptotic quantum numbers [Nn_A]Q =[330] (1 /2 )" , the other

four [321](3/2)". The 16p-8h highly deformed state is formed by removing

nucleons from the states which are asymptotically labelled [200](1/2) and

[202] (3 /2) + and putting them into the states [440](l/2)+ and [321](1/2)',

i . e . , we remove 8 nucleons from the 2s- ld s h e l l , put four in the 2p-lf

s h e l l and four in the 3s-2d-lg shel l . The asymptotic quantum numbers and

calculated single particle energies of the last occupied s ta te and f i r s t

unoccupied s t a t e s are r e s p e c t i v e l y [ 3 2 1 ] ( 1 / 2 ) " , £=-5.75 MeV and

[200]( l /2) + , £=-3.61 MeV. Thus there i s a large energy gap (2.1 MeV)

between them. A c lose oblate s ta te [200] 1/2 to the Fermi surface would

break the shape stabi l i ty of this very deformed isomer.

We can further calculate the moment of inert ia of the 16p-8h con-

figuration and find that ET-ET_ft=J(J+l)/ [2X(16.4)] MeV. Assuming a fixed

moment of Inert ia , we find the energies of various even parity states

J
0
2
4

E(MeV)
18.70
18.88
19.31

T

20
36
40

E(MeV)
31.50
60.31
68.70

Our result for the J=36 agrees very well with that of Zurmlihle4 who

indeed finds a J=36 "bound state" at an excitation energy of 60 MeV. There
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is a caveat though, one might expect the moment of inertia to vary with

angular momentum but we get this "good result" with fixed moment of iner-

t ia .

4. CLOSING REMARKS

Low ly ing h ighly deformed s t a t e s are appearing in a l l parts of the

44periodic table . We have also calculated such s t a t e s in n u c l e i l i k e Ti

(near degeneracy of 8p-4h and 6p-2h s t a t e s ) , Ni and the Germanium

isotopes . These s t a t e s are of ten very low in energy and mix the usual

s h e l l model s t a t e s . Thus far there has been much more work done on the

spherical s h e l l model. But c l e a r l y i n order to obta in a q u a n t i t a t i v e

understanding of many phenomena and certainly i f we want to use nucleus as

a laboratory for studying fundamental problems, we w i l l have to develop a

u n i f i e d picture which takes into account the presence of both she l l model

s ta tes and deformed s ta te s and how they admix.
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